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The figure of the giant has a long history in literature, from the Bible to classical epic 

poetry to the chanson de geste tradition of the Middle Ages. This project looks at this 

manlike form of monster in two anonymous works of the medieval English Alliterative 

Revival. In my analysis of the Alliterative Morte Arthure, I analyze the rich physical 

description of the giant King Arthur encounters on Mont Saint-Michel, using the giant’s 

body to understand the poet’s ideas about monstrosity, and how the concept is employed 

to retell an existing Arthurian legend in a way that responds to the cultural and political 

anxieties of late-fourteenth-century England, events such as the Peasants’ Rebellion in 

1381 and the deposition of King Richard II in 1399. In my analysis of Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight, I also analyze the Green Knight’s detailed physical description to explore 

the Gawain-Poet’s own conception of monstrosity, one that stands in compelling contrast 

to that of the Alliterative Morte Arthure poet. I explore how the Gawain-poet uses this 

alternate view of the monstrous to produce what I read as a possible critique of the 

political system on late-fourteenth-century England. I posit that in both these works, the 

monster serves as more than just an antagonist for the hero; both King Arthur and Sir 

Gawain are significantly transformed by their encounter with the monstrous, a 

transformation triggered by a confrontation not with the monstrous other but the 

monstrous self.
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Foreword: Why Study the Inhumanities?

Within nearly every tale that has ever captivated me, there has lurked a monster. 

Often, this monster played its traditional role in the narrative: that of the villain, the 

adversary, the evil that needed to be conquered in order for good to prevail. Sometimes, 

however, the monster was morally ambiguous, an undefinable other that gave the story its 

power to captivate and unsettle, to bring me out of the everyday world and into a place of 

wonder. Some monsters I’ve encountered in the pages of books elicited sympathy, and 

some even envy.

“Monster” is a wonderfully capacious category. We continue to use the term 

freely today, often to describe something that is ugly or frightening to us. At other times 

we use it to describe someone whose ideas or actions are abhorrent, violent, and what we 

consider outside the bounds of civilized behavior. We also employ the concept to express 

size, using the words monster and monstrous to describe things that are enormous—but 

often with no implicit moral judgment. Because of this, the figure of the giant, be it in 

representation or in the real world, is a fascinating place to consider the meaning of 

monstrosity. Giants can be both monstrous in the traditional sense (ugly, misshapen, and 

violent) and monstrous as we understand the term to mean simply massive. Yet, when we 

wish to honor important figures, we often erect monuments to them in which their bodies 

are rendered on a massive scale. We employ the gigantic body as a way of symbolically 

connoting greatness. One need only consider the four giants whose mountain-sized faces
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gaze down from the side of Mount Rushmore, keeping watch over the nation whose 

history they helped to write. Even in the city where I live, throngs of baseball fans 

regularly flood the stadium to cheer on the San Francisco Giants, a team whose sporting 

prowess is expressed through an association with a state of, in essence, monstrosity.

When 1 began to formally study the literature of medieval England, unsurprisingly 

the tales 1 most eagerly gravitated toward also contained my beloved monsters. Monsters 

are primal, eternal, and have seemingly been in residence within the human psyche from 

the beginning, so it is no wonder I encountered quite a few that ushered forth from the 

medieval mind. They are certain to be found in the stories of every human society in 

every epoch. One could spend a lifetime chasing monsters.

But in studying two particular works of the fourteenth-century Alliterative 

Revival—one well known and the other less commonly read—it becomes necessary to 

not only explore what these monsters mean to today’s reader but what they meant to each 

poet, and to the people in the poets’ own time. I’ve said the term monster is a 

wonderfully capacious category, and this holds true in artistic representation. A monster 

in literature can mean so many things that it becomes a thrilling creative exercise to 

attempt to trace the contours of its magical body, to dream of its hidden significance, to 

understand the purpose of the monster in the heart of these two remarkable works. In 

some ways, the human struggle to understand the monster parallels the struggle to know 

the divine—that which is beyond human, but which helps us to outline the boundaries of 

what we mean by “human.” In our search for the monster, we instead discover ourselves.
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Art, like Nature, has her monsters.
—Oscar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray

Introduction: Our Monstrous Origins

The first known story in English was a monster tale. The alliterative epic poem 

we call Beowulf today was transcribed in Old English in approximately A.D. 1000, 

although it was likely composed much earlier than that. At the beginning of the poem— 

well before the titular hero makes his first appearance—we meet a “great monster in the 

outer darkness,” an “enemy from Hell” who descends nightly on the court of King 

Hrothgar, dragging his warriors off and devouring them gruesomely in his lair.

That murderous spirit was named Grendel, 

huge moor-stalker who held the wasteland, 

fens, and marshes; unblessed, unhappy, 

he dwelt for a time in the lair of the monsters 

after the Creator had outlawed, condemned them 

as kinsmen of Cain. . .  (lines 86, 101-107)'

Grendel is a being that is not easily categorized, occupying a troubling liminal space 

between “man” and “monster.” There are suggestions that he is clawed and scaled in an

1 “ellen-gjest earfodllce” (86); “feond on helle” (101); “Waes se grimma gaest Grendel haten, / maere mearc- 
stapa, se f)e moras heold, / fen ond fassten; fifel-cynnes eard / won-sjelT wer weardode hwTle, / sif)dan him 
Scyppend forscrifen haefde / in Caines cynne . . . ” (102-107). All translations taken from the Howell 
Chickering, Jr., edition.
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inhuman way, but he also remains distinctly manlike in form and cunning (983-989). He 

is referred to more than once as a “man-scada,” which can be translated not only as a 

“man-harmer” but also as “a harmer who is a man” (Chickering 307). Although he is a 

creature of the forlorn wastes and the outer edges of the world, this monster has a 

frightening predilection for invading what should be a secure human space: a firelit hall, 

behind barred doors, where songs are sung and tales shared. In fact, the poet tells us that 

this is the true source of GrendeFs hatred: he is maddened by the laughter, music, and 

tale-telling emanating from the golden hall of Heorot, especially by the bard who sings of 

mankind’s origins. And yet, because of his central role in this early work, the monster 

himself becomes part of those very origins.

Monsters were everywhere in the Middle Ages, much as they are everywhere 

today. While their strange and terrifying bodies were mostly sequestered at the edges of 

the known world, they were to be found in the everyday world in representation.

Medieval monsters leered down at mankind from ornately carved cathedral walls, they 

skulked at the margins of calligraphied manuscripts, they lumbered and slithered across 

elaborately embroidered tapestries. Nor were they solely represented visually; despite the 

alluring spectacle of the monstrous body, like their predecessor Grendel, many 

memorable monsters of the Middle Ages were rendered in words rather than claws and 

scales, and inhuman beings of all fantastic shapes and sizes can be found extensively 

throughout literature of the period. In the chapters that follow, I will look at two 

memorable fourteenth-century poems that tell the story of a human encounter with a
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distinctly manlike monster: The Alliterative Morte Arthure and Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight. Both belong to a canon of late medieval works referred to collectively as 

the English Alliterative Revival, so named because they were written using the 

alliterative verse form common to Old English epic poetry (of which Beowulf is a famous 

example). These two works were authored by anonymous poets and written in a Middle 

English dialect that is very distinct from Geoffrey Chaucer’s London English. While Sir 

Gawain and the Green Knight has been conclusively determined to originate in the North 

West Midlands region of England, modem dialectological analysis points to a Yorkshire 

origin for the Alliterative Morte Arthure. Although these poems may have been 

composed outside of the sophisticated milieu of the royal court, they were far from 

unsophisticated in either theme or structure. As Derek Pearsall asserts, “They may be 

regional in origin, but they are not ‘provincial’ in outlook” (“Alliterative Revival” 38). 

This is especially true for the author of the Alliterative Morte Arthure, who stretched the 

setting of the poem to the borders of the known world and back again. Similarly, the 

Gawain-poet sent the story’s protagonist on a quest into the unknown stretches of Britain 

itself. Not surprisingly, no matter where the heroes in these stories journeyed, they found 

monsters waiting for them.

While the two monsters I focus my analysis on differ significantly from each

other in form and character, both embody a specific form of the monstrous: the giant.

However, while the Alliterative Morte Arthure features what can be described as the

2 Although it is highly unlikely that either of these fourteenth-century poets would have been familiar with 
Beowulf.
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classical giant (massive, hideous, and man-eating), the Green Knight’s monstrous nature 

is (shades of Grendel) more ambiguous, and he is described in the poem as perhaps half 

etayn or “half giant” (140). In both of these works I believe that the monster’s physical 

body is key to understanding the poem’s larger message. To paraphrase J. R. R. Tolkien, 

these poems are important because of their monsters, not despite them.3

In my close reading of the Alliterative Morte Arthure in Chapter 1 ,1 analyze the 

rich physical description of the giant that King Arthur encounters at the pinnacle of Mont 

Saint-Michel, using the giant’s body to understand the poet’s ideas about monstrosity, 

and how the concept is employed to retell an existing King Arthur story in a way that 

responds to the cultural and political anxieties of late-fourteenth-century England, events 

such as the Peasants’ Rebellion in 1381 and the deposition of King Richard II in 1399. In 

my reading of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight in Chapter 2 ,1 also analyze the Green 

Knight’s detailed physical description to explore the Gawain-Poet’s own conception of 

monstrosity, one that stands in compelling contrast to that of the Alliterative Morte 

Arthure poet. I explore how the Gawain-poet uses this alternate view of the monstrous to 

produce what I read as a possible critique of the contemporary political system, one with 

subtle but significant anti-royalist undertones in which a monster plays an integral, if 

unexpected, role. In both these works, the monster serves as more than just an antagonist

3 Most early-twentieth-century critics saw Beowulf as ambitious but flawed, the serious parts o f the story 
relegated to the edges while the less serious parts—the monsters—were given unwarranted prominence. 
This view was famously challenged by J. R. R. Tolkien in his 1936 essay “Beowulf: The Monsters and the 
Critics,” in which the Oxford professor and Anglo-Saxonist wrote, “It is just because the main foes in 
Beowulf are inhuman that the story is larger and more significant than this imaginary poem of a great king’s 
fall” (“Monsters and Critics” 245,277).
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for the hero; both King Arthur and Sir Gawain are significantly transformed by their 

encounter with the monstrous, a transformation triggered by a confrontation not with the 

monstrous other but the monstrous self. It is each warrior’s recognition of his own innate 

monstrous nature—but in the different ways in which these poems define the concept of 

monstrosity—that allows us to understand the poets’ larger messages about power and 

sovereignty.

Fantastic Forms Far Away

Many early written and visual representations of monsters were thrilling and

titillating but not necessarily threatening, ensconced as these creatures were in

unreachable regions and with almost whimsical bodily forms. This absence of any

immediate threat may account for the almost affectionate way in which these inhuman

bodies were celebrated and woven into the visual fabric of medieval life: in architecture,

artwork, and other forms of craftsmanship. Knowledge of these monsters came to

medieval Europe from the classical world. A vast body of legend had grown out of

Alexander the Great’s purported travels to India, and the apocryphal “Letter of Alexander

to Aristotle on the Wonders of India” listed the “monstrous races” he allegedly

encountered there.4 This tradition was continued in Pliny the Elder’s (d. A.D. 79)

Naturalis Historia, a vast and popular 36-volume encyclopedia of information about the

natural world. Some of the more fascinating and popular monsters included the

4 As they were famously identified by John Block Friedman in his twentieth-century study The Monstrous 
Race in Medieval Art and Thought.
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Blemmyae, men with no heads or necks but who instead had their faces on their chests; 

the Sciopods (or “shadow-feet”), bizarre creatures whose single leg terminated in a giant 

foot, which they used to shade themselves from the heat of the noonday sun; and the 

Cynocephali, dog-headed men who lived in the mountains of India and communicated 

only through barking. Some of the beings cataloged in these accounts were possibly 

based upon actual exotic peoples, but whose physical or behavioral traits were either 

misunderstood or moralized by early Christian writers. The Bragmanni were a race of 

men in India who lived in caves, and most likely based upon encounters with Brahman 

holy men. The ubiquitous Ethiopians were believed to have black skin due to their 

proximity to the sun; however, in later traditions their dark color was accounted for by 

their excess of sin, illustrating an eventual shift in thinking about the nature of these 

beings (Friedman 7,12-18). They were variously located in far-flung lands such as India, 

Ethiopia, and the Antipodes; regions that existed for medieval Europeans in name only.

The monstrous bodies catalogued in works such as Alexander’s letter and other 

writings such as The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville, another influential fourteenth- 

century semi-fictional travelogue, were creatures that would never truly be encountered, 

and thus were free to take on any fantastical form that could be imagined. These works 

served as adventure narratives, seamlessly blending elements of truth with wild flights of 

fancy, and represent attempts by early European writers to grapple with the concepts of 

foreigness and differences in culture and geography. Even today we would categorize 

these accounts as “outlandish,” a word whose literal meaning is apt in this context. These
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forms of the monster were a way to understand the world beyond the bounds of what was 

known and to construct the identity of the other; however, they become instead a key to 

understanding early European constructions of the self. As Tamarah Kohanski notes 

about The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville, “The European world now reads itself in the 

[work], analyzing its own centuries-old construction of the Oriental” (xi).

While the modem scholar analyzes the monster figure as pure cultural construct,

pure metaphor, we must remember that the medieval writers who wrote about them as

well as their contemporaries understood such beings to actually exist somewhere in the

world.5 As Friedman points out, the purported existence of these beings presented a

“knotty problem” for later Christian thinkers: Did these creatures have souls? Could they

be converted to Christianity? What was their purpose in God’s Divine plan? (2). Early

Church father Saint Augustine (c. 354-430), whose writings were deeply influential in

the Middle Ages, weighed in on the nature of beings whose physical form challenged the

concept of “normal”:

Whoever is bom anywhere as a human being, that is, as a rational mortal

creature, however strange he may appear to our sense in bodily form or

colour or motion or utterance, or in any faculty, part or quality of his

nature whatsoever, let no true believer have any doubt that such an

individual is descended from the one man who was first created. (Civitate

Dei Contra Paganos 16.8)

5 Even as late as the eighteenth century, eminent naturalist Carl Linnaeus included Homo monstrosus in his 
influential zoological taxonomy (de Waal Malefijt 113).
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As to their purpose in the world, Lisa Vemer notes that for Augustine it was abundantly 

clear: their existence demonstrated “the beauty of the superabundance of God’s creation” 

(2). Saint Christopher himself was portrayed in his earliest incarnations as a 

cynocephalus, and the dog-headed version remains a traditional representation of the 

saint in Eastern Orthodox iconography. The fact that such a monster could become not 

only a Christian but a saint is, according to Stephen Asma, “evidence for a charitable 

Christian view of monsters” in the Middle Ages—even a monster could be redeemed in 

the eyes of God (81).

Despite this seemingly sympathetic view from some quarters, the monster was 

most often regarded as something wrong or unnatural, and a monstrous birth traditionally 

interpreted as an evil omen (the word monstrum was derived from the Latin root monere, 

“to warn”). The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville offers this definition for the term: “A 

monstre is a I>ing [thing] difformed a3en [against] kynde bothe of man or of best [beast] 

or of ony I>ing [thing] elles [else]” (Hamelius 30). The monster’s deformation is the 

wrongness of form or action we use to measure and delineate the borders of what is 

correct and good, and thus the monstrous body becomes the ideal site at which to grapple 

with anxieties about human violence and human sin. Fourteenth-century poet and 

moralist John Gower expanded his definition of monster to include actions alone rather 

than appearance. In a memorable passage from his Vox Clamantis, Gower critiques those 

impious monks who were often found far from their monasteries, hunting, cavorting, and 

engaging in all kinds of behavior unbefitting a man of God:
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If there were a fish that forsook the waters of the sea to seek its food on 

land, it would be highly inappropriate to give it the name of a fish; I 

should rather give it the name of a monster. Such shall I call the monk 

who yearns for worldly delights and deserts his cloister for them. He 

should not rightly be called a monk but a renegade, or what God’s wrath 

brands a monster of the church. (Gower 172)6 

In contrast with traditional representations of physically deformed or aberrant creatures, 

monster here does not connote any kind of physical abnormality, simply something that 

engages in non-normative behavior. The fish Gower employs in his metaphor is just a 

fish, yet its bizarre emergence onto land in search of food makes it a monstrous creature. 

Likewise, a monk who refused to live a monastic life was unnatural. The monks’ chief 

sin here is transgression against the established order of a powerful institution, in this 

case the Church. In this passage Gower seems to consider a monster as any force that 

challenges the “proper” order of the world (an order seemingly inherent in nature itself), 

threatening harm to society as a whole by undermining the institutions that prop it up. 

The conception of a monster as something that fought back or resisted the natural order 

of the world as well as “a thing deformed against its own kind” perfectly illustrates how 

the monster, while in opposition to what is “normal,” is fundamentally connected to that 

state of normalcy.

6 In the General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales, Geoffrey Chaucer famously paraphrases Gower in 
describing his own monk: “Ne that a monk, whan he is recchelees (heedless of rules), / Is likned til a fissh 
that is waterlees, / This is to seyn, a monk out of his cloystre. / But thilke (that) text heeld he nat worth an 
oystre” (Riverside Chaucer I (A) 179-182).
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Grappling with the Monster Within

Monsters were not always kept safely at bay in unreachable places—some of 

them were alarming near. Lisa Lampert-Weisseg suggests that monstrous hybrids in 

writing and visual arts were often symbolic ways of representing cultural clashes in 

colonial contact zones, those “social spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash, and 

grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and 

subordination” (44). Representations of foreign, non-Christian peoples as hybrid 

monsters with a mix of human and animal traits were also often an effective propaganda 

tool employed by Church authorities. Jeffrey Jerome Cohen notes that many French 

chansons de geste in the Middle Ages sought to justify the Crusades through frightening 

depictions of Muslim soldiers as men with the heads of beasts, their lack of humanity 

immediately visible in the monstrous bodies they inhabited. He writes, “By culturally 

glossing ‘Saracens’ as ‘monstra,’ propagandists rendered rhetorically admissible the 

annexation of the East by the West” {Monster Theory 8). Likewise Jews, an alien culture 

in some cases living within the very heart of European Christian society, were also 

subjected to such monstrous (mis)representation, and often portrayed as men with the 

bodies or physical attributes of dogs, hyenas, and foxes (Aijana 52). Envisioning the 

other as possessing a monstrous, unnatural body made it easier to imagine such a being 

capable of inhuman, unnatural behavior, such as the Jewish woman in the late-fourteenth- 

century alliterative poem The Siege o f Jerusalem who roasts and eats her own child:

“Hire owen bam [baby] that ho bare [she bore] ho brad on the gledis [she cooked on the
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coals], / Rostyth rigge [roasted side] and rib with rewful wordes” (Livingston v. 1082- 

1083). Geoffrey Chaucer himself includes a monster-like Jew in “The Prioress’s Tale” 

who slits a child’s throat simply to keep him from singing a Christian devotional 

(Canterbury Tales VII (B) 1678-1880). Such literary representations of Jews as cannibals 

and vicious murderers went hand in hand with visual representations of them as non

human or subhuman monsters.

Hybrid monsters were also threatening because their very existence allowed for 

the potential of human bodies to be infiltrated by non-human traits. In the Alliterative 

Morte Arthure, the Mont Saint-Michel giant’s desire to engage in disruptive 

miscegenation is all the more threatening because he targets the aristocracy, in the form 

of the Duchess of Brittany, as his procreative partner. Dana Oswald writes that in the 

visual arts of the Middle Ages there are many instances where the genitals of monstrous 

bodies were scratched out by later readers, an act she argues is not simply destructive but 

also constructive in that in allows modem scholars insight into an authentic reader 

response (27-28). It was images of these monsters’ reproductive abilities, signaled by the 

presence of genitalia, that were the most menacing—these beings threatened to infiltrate 

the boundaries of human society and disrupt its coherence.

In much the same way, the giant was a monster that was threatening not only for 

his potentially violent nature but also for the thin line that separated his monstrousness
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from his status as a human being.7 Giants were foundational figures with a well- 

established place in the long cultural memory of medieval Europe, making frequent 

appearances in classical and biblical myth. As Howell Chickering, Jr., notes, stories about 

a race of evil giants who roamed the earth before Noah’s flood came from the apocryphal 

Book of Enoch as well as early Jewish and Christian interpretations of Genesis 6:4 (283). 

King David faced off against the Philistine giant Goliath long before King Arthur was to 

have his own showdown with the giant of Mont Saint-Michel, a myth that came out of 

Geoffrey of Monmouth’s influential Historia Re gum Brittaniae, a twelfth-century 

pseudohistorical account of the early history of Britain. Geoffrey’s work describes the 

founding by the Trojan Brutus of what was then called “Albion,” a land inhabited only by 

giants, including the creature Gogmagog, who is tossed into the sea to his death by one of 

Brutus’s men {Historia 72-73). These biblical and mythical conceptions of a pre- 

Christian world that was populated by long-dead giants were only bolstered by the 

physical traces of them left in the landscape, including natural formations such as the 

Giant’s Causeway in Scotland and Ireland as well as the myriad stone monoliths and 

massive hillside pictographs left behind by Neolithic peoples, what Cohen writes were 

referred to as enta geweorc, or “the work of giants” (Of Giants 10).

The giant in the medieval romantic tradition was a common antagonist for the 

errant knight at the center of the action, and not surprisingly often identified as foreign in

7 Giants figured among the catalog o f the monstrous races, but as with dwarves and pygmies (another 
popular “race” in the Middle Ages), they varied in scale from the truly fantastic to the somewhat plausible 
(Friedman 8).
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addition to his status as a monster, much in the way that the Alliterative Morte giant’s 

body serves as an allegory for the foreign armies that King Arthur will later do battle 

with. In the popular fourteenth-century romance Guy o f Warwick, the titular knight faces 

off against the giant Amourant, a pagan in service to the sultan. As Rebecca Wilcox 

writes, “Already alien because of his religion, Amourant’s size and colour mark him as 

racially and ethnically not English in a physical way that religion alone can not,” noting 

that the text repeatedly emphasizes the Saracen giant’s massive stature as well as the 

blackness of his skin and eyes (231). Fierabras was another fictional Saracen knight who 

appeared in many chansons de geste, and who was often depicted as a giant (Akbari 167). 

Many giants in the Middle Ages were hybrid monsters as well, such as the giant with the 

head of a boar that appears in Lybeaus Desconus (Cohen O f Giants 73) and the Mont 

Saint-Michel giant as he is described in the Alliterative Morte Arthure, his immense body 

a menagerie of disparate animal parts.

In contrast with the giant from the Alliterative Morte Arthure, Sir Gawain’s 

monstrous adversary in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, while monstrous of form, 

remains civilized in his behavior and is potentially even an aristocrat. The differences we 

see between these two beings are indicative of the variety we see in the tradition more 

broadly; the ubiquity of the giant in medieval writings allowed for a wide range of 

representations, not all of them villainous. In Chretien de Troyes’ popular twelfth-century 

chanson de geste Yvain, le chevalier au lion (the Knight of the Lion), Sir Calogrenant 

encounters a massive man who, while described with a stereotypically hideous, hybrid
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body, greats the knight in a cordial manner and offers him helpful counsel (287-407). In 

William Langland’s influential fourteenth-century allegorical narrative poem Piers 

Plowman, Christ Himself is envisioned as a giant in order to visually represent His 

immense power and strength:

And now shal Lucifer leve it, thowgh hym loth thinke,

For [Jhesus as a] geaunt with gynne [cometh yonde]

To breke and to bete dounn [alle] that ben ayeines [hym],

[And to have out of helle alle that hym liketh], (Passus XVIII, 251-254)

In some works of the late medieval period the giant served his role as the hero’s 

adversary but in a humorous way; one notable example of this is the giant Sir Oliphaunt 

in the “Tale of Sir Thopas” from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. This three-headed giant is 

introduced as the potential adversary to Sir Thopas—the poem is cut short abruptly by 

Chaucer’s displeased companions, and thus never finished—but his appearance is comic 

and the entire episode a satire of the chanson de geste tradition. Chaucer even pokes fun 

at the giant’s expected role as a symbolic Saracen when the monster swears upon the 

name of the god Termagaunt, who along with Mahomet was commonly misunderstood 

by medieval Europeans to be a Muslim deity (VII 810; p. 920).

The giant’s brutish appearance and his unbridled lusts associate him with another 

incarnation of the non-human that was widely represented in European literature and art 

during the Middle Ages: the wild man. Often depicted as naked or clad only in a girdle of 

leaves, wild men were in essence human men who resembled beasts, with shaggy hair
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and beards, their bodies covered everywhere in hair. Wild men were incapable of human 

speech and sometimes even human posture, often depicted as crawling on all fours. These 

beings were thought to live like animals in the forests, and traditionally shown in art of 

the period attacking or carrying off young maidens to satisfy their bestial sexual urges. 

Richard Bemheimer writes that during the Middle Ages “the wild man’s inability to 

control his sexual passions was regarded as an essential part of his primitive personality” 

(2-7, 34). Much like the monstrous races, the nature of the wild man was one that 

prompted searching questions from medieval Christian thinkers. Was the wild man 

human or animal? In contrast to bizarre, alien creatures such as the Blemmyae and 

Sciopods, the wild man was potentially a degenerate form of man, sometimes driven to 

his bestial state by madness or divine punishment, such as the biblical descriptions of 

Nebuchadnezzar in the Book of Daniel, which the Gawain-Poet describes with vivid 

imagery in Cleanness:

His berde ibrad alle [bounded over] his brest to I>e bare url>e [earth], 

his browes bresed [bristly] as breres [briars] aboute his brode chekes. 

Hol^e [hollow] were his y3en [eyes] and under campe hores [shaggy 

mane],

And al watz gray as I>e glede [falcon], with fill grymme clawres [fierce 

talons]

I>at were croked and kene [keen] as I>e kyte paune [claws of a kite]. 

{Cleanness 1693-1697)
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Like the giant, the wild man was a form of the monstrous that troubled the 

boundaries between the human and the inhuman, and to simply gaze upon him had the 

potential to transform the viewer into a wild man himself. This inherent transformative 

power is seen in King Arthur’s battle with the giant, which culminates with his taking 

possession of the monster’s cloak and becoming an alternate form of his foe. Arthur’s 

escalating violence and brutality after the monster episode signifies that the king has 

transformed into a less civilized form of himself as a result of his encounter. Similarly, 

Gawain’s trials with the Green Knight test and transform him such that a very different 

form of the young knight returns to Camelot at the poem’s end. The wild man’s 

transformative effect, Louise Olga Fradenburg argues, was why this creature was such a 

common motif in medieval heraldry—perhaps to reduce a knight’s opponent into an 

uncivilized version of himself, like a kind of beastly, transformative magic mirror. The 

wild man was a talismanic figure, she writes, which “reverse fascinating images—images 

that have the power to paralyze the onlooker through terror (or beauty)—into apotropaic 

images.” She stresses that the transformative power of the wild man as talisman is not 

one that petrifies, as does the gaze of the Gorgon, but rather one that draws out a man’s 

“true” self that sits just beneath his civilized exterior: “The wild man differs from the 

gorgoneion insofar as, from the male point of view, he is created as a ‘similar’ rather than 

as a ‘different’ kind of threat; he gives expression to the internal contradiction of the 

warrior who seeks at the same time to exemplify the values of civilization” (236, 329). 

The wild man’s power is especially significant against kings and knights, men whose
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civilized public face uneasily cloaks “the savage self’ within, the inherent violent nature 

necessary to maintain monarchal and political power structures.

The Human Experience of the Monstrous

There have always been monsters, and there will always be monsters—their 

permanent residence in the mind connects humanity through every era of our storytelling. 

Compare the invasion of the “civilized space” by the monster in the opening scenes of 

Beowulf and in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. In both, a manlike monster enters a 

royal court and challenges the established order with either overt violence or the threat of 

violence, and both leave in a state of physical disaggregation—one missing an arm; the 

other, his head. The echoes between these two works, while separated by centuries and 

belonging to very different eras with different social anxieties, speak to the universality 

of the monster in human art and imagination. An encounter with the monstrous is a 

deeply human experience; it allows us to connect at a profound level with another human 

being who faces a similar encounter, even when that person dwells in the mythic past or 

the mythic future—for what is the image of the alien from science fiction but our own 

collective interpretation of the monsters that dwell beyond the boundaries of time and 

space? While the details of such stories may seem fantastic, our affective response is all 

too real, giving these stories their power to captivate and enthrall.

Among the monstrous menagerie of dragons, chimeras, and fantastical beasts, 

however, the monster that resembles a human being will always play a special and
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singular role. The encounter with the monstrous form of the self threatens more than just 

death and dismemberment; it threatens to unveil the shared nature between the human 

subject and the monster, and, like the talismanic face of the wild man, present us with our 

own monstrous reflection. This is why the manlike monster remains entrenched in the 

human imagination—despite the dictates of both science and logic, Sasquatch will always 

haunt the uncharted stretches of the forest, and the yeti will always remain the unseen 

denizen of the snow-covered mountain crags. This monster dwells at the outer edges of 

the known world in perpetuity because his true stomping ground is the outer edges of the 

human psyche, that unseen and unspoken part of our self that is both universal and 

terrifying. As it turns out, that which we fear most is essentially true—the monster is us.
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He who fights with monsters should look to it 
that he himself does not become a monster.

—Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil

Chapter 1: The Monstrous Body of Power in the Alliterative Morte Arthure

A powerful giant was unleashed in the late fourteenth century in southeast 

England. According to chroniclers, it rampaged across the countryside and left a shocking 

swath of violence and destruction in its wake. It was the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, a 

popular rebellion by rural villagers triggered in large part by the repressive poll tax of 

1380 as well as a growing dissatisfaction with the ruling elite. The unrest started first in 

Essex and spread rapidly through neighboring regions. Under the leadership of Wat 

Tyler, a large group of Kentish rebels burned down the palace of John of Gaunt, King 

Richard II’s powerful uncle, and marched into London, razing buildings to the ground 

and rounding up and executing officials who had particularly earned their ire, including 

the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Lord High Treasurer, both of whom were dragged 

out of the Tower of London and beheaded (Dobson 36-44,153-230; Justice 1—4). The 

rebellion was suppressed after the king and his men killed Tyler during a meeting 

between the two forces in Smithfield; Tyler’s head was then paraded on a pole in view of 

his supporters before being affixed to London Bridge as a warning. English poet John 

Gower (1330-1408) soon after composed his influential Latin poem Vox Clamantis
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(“The Voice of One Crying Out”), an allegorical retelling of these tumultuous events. In 

the poem, the narrator recounts a dream vision in which he sees members of the lower 

classes transform into asses, swine, dogs, and many other kinds of wild and domestic 

animals. The dreamer emphasizes the threat this mob of grotesques poses:

Approaching from all sides, the infamous assemblage of monsters was 

countless, just as the sands of the sea. This was the mad progeny of the 

Devil’s breed, rendered horrible in the eyes of men and rash in the eyes of 

God, contemptuous of higher powers and ferociously eager for slaughter, 

just as a wolf is when it goes mad with hunger for sheep.. . .  These 

madmen did not know what a king or a law was; no rule or order

restrained them This vile tribe was wont to devour human flesh, and

their beastly life gave a similar right to the people.. . .  Now they wore the 

faces of men and now their transformed heads of wild beasts, and they had 

no power of reason. (Gower 66-67)

In Gower’s allegorical version of events, the rebels are monsters in both aspect and 

action, braying, squealing, and barking as they converge upon the king’s court. Their 

bestial outward appearance reflects the bestial nature of their irrational minds. They are 

“madmen,” lawless and contemptuous of sovereign authority. But the possibly infectious 

nature of their destructive behavior is what makes the rebels most dangerous, giving “a 

similar right to the people,” or society as a whole, to follow in their monstrous footsteps. 

Gower’s poem stresses the danger of the beast-men’s collective power, and he sees those
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who would challenge the structured order of society as monsters both individually and 

collectively. Each monstrous piece combines to form a monstrous whole, resulting in a 

massive, mindless chimera that threatens all of English society.

The monster that lurks at the heart of the fourteenth-century Arthurian romance 

the Alliterative Morte Arthure has much in common with Gower’s frightening mob of 

hybrid creatures. His very body is an immense collective of man and animal parts, and he 

shares their predilection for human flesh. Like Gower’s “mad progeny of the Devil’s 

breed,” this giant is also the offspring of fiends, and his influence is similarly difficult to 

keep in check. In fact, this frightening, gigantic brute who battles King Arthur in the 

middle of the poem refuses to be confined to the short section in which he appears. 

Instead he breaks free of his restrictive stanzas and rampages throughout the entire work, 

as the anonymous poet uses the unique form of the giant’s physical body as a framework 

through which to explore the poem’s deeper themes structurally. Critics such as A. C. 

Spearing and Lee Patterson believe the poem is an exploration of the value of heroism; 

Patterson claims that the giant episode, read in parallel with the later scene in which 

Arthur orders Mordred’s children killed, is a meditation on the troubling relationship 

between “heroic achievement” and “intolerable violence” (Patterson 223; Spearing 165). 

The poet’s emphasis on the monster’s consumption of christened children specifically, 

John Finlay son argues, is meant to elevate Arthur’s battle to one of spiritual importance 

in the new Christian paradigm—in his encounter with the giant of Mont Saint-Michel, 

Arthur is fighting against the enemies of Christianity itself (115). I agree that the poem
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attempts to ask difficult questions about the darker side of political power, and that the 

giant is meant to be understood as more than just a traditional adversary for an epic hero. 

However, I believe that the giant’s unique physical form is also the key to understanding 

the poem’s larger message about the relationship between monstrosity and politics.

In this chapter I will analyze the Mont Saint-Michel giant’s rich physical 

description to explore and better understand the poet’s conception of monstrosity as well 

as how he employs this idea to retell King Arthur’s story in a way that responds to the 

cultural and political anxieties of late-fourteenth-century England, events such as the 

Peasants’ Rebellion in 1381 and Richard II’s deposition by the usurper Henry 

Bolingbroke in 1399.1 argue that the giant’s aggregate or conglomerate body, made up of 

myriad animal parts, is a key metaphor in the work and one the poet uses to question the 

nature of political bodies (both collective and individual) and their potential to be either 

civilized or monstrous, cohesive or factious. In addition, I then illustrate how the poem 

can be read as a consideration of the value of different emerging forms of political power 

in late medieval England, and the fears about tyranny, political violence, or other 

“monstrous” misuses of that power that the poet’s contemporaries were likely concerned 

about.

The Poem, Its Sources, and Interpretations

The Alliterative Morte Arthure (hereafter referred to simply as the Alliterative 

Morte) survives in a single manuscript from about 1440, although scholars believe it was
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likely composed 40 years earlier, which would place its composition near the time of the 

deposition and death of King Richard II. In contrast to representations of King Arthur as 

the young, untried king or tragic cuckold in other famous works of the Arthurian 

tradition, the vision of Arthur presented in the poem is one of a mature, aggressive 

warrior. The plot of the poem follows the rise of Arthur as this warrior king. At its start, 

Arthur receives an ultimatum from the Roman Emperor Lucius Iberius, delivered by a 

Roman senator and his retinue, stating that the king must appear in Rome to answer for 

tributes he owes the emperor; otherwise, Roman forces shall cross the sea to “Bryne 

[bum] Bretayne the brade [broad], and bryttyne [beat down] thy knyghtyz” (106).8 

Angered and provoked, Arthur leaves Britain and sails for mainland Europe to wage war 

on Lucius and the hordes he has summoned from every kingdom in the East. Shortly 

upon Arthur’s arrival on the coast of Normandy en route to Rome, a Knight Templar 

warns the king that a terrible giant has captured the Duchess of Brittany, and Arthur 

climbs the heights of Mont Saint-Michel to do battle with the monster, which he 

eventually slays after a violent encounter. Taking the giant’s severed head as a token, the 

king and his men next face off against the Roman Emperor’s massive armies, with 

significant losses on both sides, until Arthur finally cuts down Lucius in the battlefield 

with his own sword—the famous Excalibur, referred to as “Collbrande” in the poem. The

8 All Alliterative Morte quotes taken from Edmund Brock’s 1865 edition of the poem, which was reprinted 
by the Early English Text Society in 1961. According to Larry Benson, the text of this edition is very close 
to the original manuscript (AMA 129). For translation of difficult words, I rely on the Benson TEAMS 
edition {King Arthur’s Death: The Middle English Stanzaic Morte Arthur and Alliterative Morte Arthure. 
Ed. Larry Benson. Kalamazoo, Ml: Medieval Institute Publications, 1994).
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Alliterative Morte is a lengthy work, and the war between Arthur and Lucius represents 

only the first half. The latter half of the poem tells the story of Arthur’s return to Britain 

only to discover that his crown as well as his queen have been stolen by his nephew Sir 

Mordred, whom Arthur had unwisely left to rule in his absence. The remainder of the 

work concerns itself with the battle between the king and the traitorous Mordred, which 

ends in the death of both men. For the purposes of this chapter, however, I will solely 

focus on the “Roman” section that makes up the first half of the poem.

The poem’s contemporary audience would have likely been familiar with its 

general plot, as the poet took his story from several established early medieval sources 

that remained quite popular in the late Middle Ages. The original source text for much of 

the Alliterative Morte's plot is Geoffrey of Monmouth’s early-twelfth-century work, the 

Historia Regum Britanniae, a mostly fictitious account of the early history of Britain, 

from its founding by the mythical Brutus, great-grandson of Aeneas, to the death of 

Cadwallader in A.D. 689, with more than a fifth of the chronicle focused on the life and 

death of King Arthur (Historia 20). Geoffrey of Monmouth (c. 1100-c. 1155) was a 

Welshman, or perhaps a Breton, who based portions of his account on sources such as the 

Old Testament, Livy, Virgil’s Aeneid, and works by Gildas and Bede, although his 

sources for the Arthurian sections remain unclear (Barron xix-xx). Geoffrey fabricated 

events he claimed occurred in ancient Britain and related them to concurrent actual 

events in world history, which helped to give his work an air of authenticity. Despite 

ambivalence and criticism even from Geoffrey’s contemporaries concerning the validity
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of his account, the Historia was immensely influential from the moment of its first 

appearance in 1136 {Historia 28).

Two later writers used Geoffrey’s work as the framework for their own epic 

histories of Britain. The Roman de Brut was written about two decades after the Historia 

in 1155, composed in Norman-French by a writer known as Wace (sometimes referred to 

as Robert Wace) who was bom on the channel island of Jersey. La3amon’s Brut followed 

in 1190, written by an English country priest who cites Wace as one of his chief sources, 

and who composed his work in the idiom of the southwest Midlands, an archaic English 

rich in many terms familiar from Old English (Barron x-xi, xxv). As Barbara Allen 

writes, both Wace and La3amon “retain Geoffrey’s outline of the story, but elaborate 

upon certain aspects of it and introduce new elements which remove the Arthurian story 

even further from history and into the genre of romantic chronicle” (19). While Geoffrey 

of Monmouth’s writings served as the source text for both these later reworkings of his 

mythic history, scholars generally believe that the author of the Alliterative Morte relied 

on Wace as his chief source when composing his poem nearly two and a half centuries 

later (Patterson 219; Cohen 154).9

Recent scholarship has identified details in the poem that do seem to refer to 

Richard’s 1399 deposition, although these are not the sole historical allusions present in

9 Mary Hamel, editor of the 1984 critical edition of the poem, finds evidence that the poet did rely on 
La3amon’s Brut for some details o f his story, despite the popular critical consensus that he would have 
been unable to make much use of a work written in an archaic language almost two hundred years earlier, 
and one that was not widely distributed. See Hamel, 38.
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the work (Patterson 212).10 However, the poem’s original audience would surely have 

been attuned to references to the contemporary political situation in England because, as 

Karl Heinz Goller points out, “Arthurian literature always had a political cast, whatever 

the period.” (17). In particular, I believe that the poem can be productively read against 

key historical events such as the Peasants’ Revolt as well as King Richard II’s troubled 

late reign and deposition. Both of these singular historic events would have raised 

important questions for the British subjects of this time regarding new forms of political 

power and the legitimacy of established modes of governance.

The Dream of the Dragon and Bear: Exploring the Nature of Man and Monster

The monster that Arthur encounters on Mont Saint-Michel is in many ways the 

traditional giant from the romance tradition: he is enormous, slow-witted, and hideous.

He does not seem to possess the power of human speech and he carries a club, the 

traditional weapon of giants and wild men (Friedman 33). Much like the horde of beast

headed men Gower describes in Vox Clamantis, the giant’s immense form is a dizzying 

amalgam of disparate animal parts. The poet describes his monstrous body using a bizarre 

variant of the traditional romantic blazon, in which the lady is described in detail from 

head to toe, from her blonde tresses to her gray eyes to her small breasts, and so forth

10 One of these textual clues appears near the end of the poem, as Sir Gawain prepares to fight Sir Mordred 
alone: “Bot thane Sir Gawain i-wysse, he waytes hym wele / To wreke hyme on this werlaughe, that this 
werre mouede; / And merkes to sir Modrede amonge alle his beryns, / With the Mownttagus, and other gret 
lordys” (3770-3773). Benson notes that the Montagues were a famous Northern English family, and 
Montague the elder was a Richard I I loyalist who rebelled against Henry IV in 1400, an act of treason 
against the new king that cost him his head (AMA 282).
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down the length of her fair body. The description of the giant follows both the form and 

the downward movement of this literary device, focusing in on each piece of the giant’s 

grotesque body. His forehead “As the felle [skin] of a froske [frog], and fraknede 

[freckled] it semede”; he is “Huke-nebbyde [hook-nosed] as a hawke” with eyes “Harske 

[harsh] as a hunde-fisch”; he is “fflat-mowthede [mouthed] as a fluke, with fleryande 

[sneering] lyppes, / And the flesche in his fortethe fowly as a bere”; and his enormous 

body is “Grassede [fat] as a mereswyne [dolphin] with corkes [carcass] fulle huge.” As 

the description moves downward, we learn is “Bullenekkyde” and “Brok-brestede as a 

brawne [boar]” with haunches “Greesse growene as a galte [pig]” (1081-1101)." The 

giant is such a chimera that it would be difficult to recognize him in toto as anything but 

simply monstrous. Yet when viewed closely, each of his disparate parts is recognizable as 

belonging to a known animal: a frog’s skin, a hawk’s nose, a bear’s teeth. He is certainly 

a monster of excess due to his immense physical size and his surfeit of physical traits, 

which are themselves described in excessive fashion by the poet. The question of whether 

or not he is a hybrid monster remains ambiguous, as the language of the poem suggests 

his body parts simply resemble all of these animals without literally being made up of 

actual animal bodies.

As is the case with giants in general, it is the Alliterative Morte giant’s ambiguous 

state between monster and human that makes him more of a threat than a fully inhuman

11 Compare this description to Chaucer’s parodic take on the romantic blazon in The Miller’s Tale, in which 
he describes the miller’s young wife variously as “swalwe,” a “kyde or calf,” and a skittish “colt,” similarly 
invoking animals to describe a physical body (Riverside Chaucer C T I (A) 3258-3263).
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foe. For despite the suggested animal menagerie that is the giant’s physical body, he 

remains a kind of man. He possesses a male-gendered body, with his massive beard that 

reaches to his breast and the massive phallus he fatally rapes the duchess with. It is this 

phallus in particular that signals the danger this monster poses. When the Knight Templar 

greets the king with his warning, he gives the first description of the giant in the poem: 

Here es a teraunt be-syde that tourmentez thi pople,

A grett geaunte of geene [Genoa], engenderde of fendez [by fiends];

He has fretyne [devoured] of folke mo thane fyfe hondrethe,

And als fele fawntekyns [baptized babies] of freebome childyre!

[he] has clenly dystroyede alle the knaue childyre [male children],

And theme caryede to the cragge, and clenly deworyde [devoured]!

The duchez of Bretayne to daye has he takyne,

Be-side Reynes as scho rade with hire ryche knyghttes. (842-845; 850- 

853)

As with many monstrous enemies, the giant is an adversary of the social order: he 

threatens male social dominance by devouring the next generation of men, and he 

threatens aristocratic social dominance by attacking a member of the royal family. But it 

is also the giant’s generative power that makes him so dangerous: he is a “geaunte of 

geene,” which can be understood literally as a giant from Genoa, Italy, but also
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symbolically as a “generative giant.” As Oswald writes, “[I]t is those monsters whose 

bodies bear markers of sex and sexuality that most clearly threaten the boundaries of 

human communities precisely because they are capable of creating their own 

communities. Even worse, they might invade the boundaries of these human 

communities, inserting themselves into the economy of reproduction and inheritance” 

(12).

The giant himself has been “engenderde” by fiends, and his rape of the duchess 

could very well result in passing on this infernal seed into a human aristocratic line.

While a single foe can eventually be defeated, a self-multiplying foe becomes a hydra, 

another famous monster known for its dangerous regenerative power. Whatever the 

Alliterative Morte giant potentially symbolizes in this work, his ability to duplicate 

himself or infiltrate society with his bloodline increases his threat exponentially: he may 

be not just one rebel, but a rebellion; not just one tyrant, but a tyrannous dynasty.

The giant’s various animal traits serve to make him physically repulsive as well as 

illustrate his ferociousness, but his body remains open to interpretation as symbolic of 

something other. However, like most monsters in works of representation, he remains a 

polysemous entity whose “meaning” can be difficult or impossible to pin down 

(Bildhauer 6). Yet the brute that Arthur encounters on Mont Saint-Michel is not the only

12 In the Galfridian source text, the Mont Saint-Michel giant is said to originate from a region of Spain. The 
change to Genoa in the poem may be for alliterative effect, but it may also be meant to evoke the image of 
yet another possible threat to the aristocratic establishment—that of an emergent financial power, as the 
city of Genoa was one of several in northern Italy that had become centers for merchant banking in late 
medieval Europe (Historia 237; Lopez 107).
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gigantic creature that appears in the poem. In fact, two monstrous beasts appear earlier in 

the form of a dream vision, and both present an interesting variant on the status of 

monster worth investigation here in order to gain a clearer picture of the poet’s particular 

vision of monstrosity as well as the ambiguous nature of these creatures. The first of 

these beings appears while Arthur is enclosed in his cabin during the sea voyage to 

Normandy. The king is lulled to sleep by the gentle swell of the waves, and he dreams of 

a monstrous dragon flying out of the West:

Bothe his hede and hys hals [neck] ware haley alle ouer 

Oundyde [covered with waves] of azure, enamelde fulle faire:

His scoulders ware schalyde [scaled] alle in clene syluere,

Schreede ouer alle the schrympe [monster] with schrinkande poyntez [like 

mail];

Hys wombe [belly] and hys wenges of wondyrfulle hewes,

In meruaylous maylys he mountede fulle hye;

Whayme that he towchede he was tynt [lost] for euer!

Hys feete ware floreschede alle in fyne sabylle,

And syche a vennymous flayre flowe fro his lyppez,

That the flode of the flawez [flames] alle one fyre semyde! (764-773)

This terrifying creature seems to be mailed like a man-at-arms, suggesting a connection 

between the dragon and the soldiers headed to war. The dragon is a destructive terror, 

swooping down from the skies and laying waste to all with his fiery breath. Like the
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Mont Saint-Michel giant, this monster is immense and dangerous. Unlike the hideous 

giant, however, the poet describes a monster that, while fearsome, is at the same time 

physically beautiful, with its azure skin, silver scales, and colorful wings. The dragon of 

Arthur’s dream vision is a monster to be both feared and admired.

The dream dragon’s foe, in contrast, is a hideous beast:

Thane come of the Oryente, ewyne hyme agaynez,

A blake bustous bere [wild bear] abwene in the clowdes,

With yche a pawe as a poste, and paumes fulle huge,

With pykes [claws] fulle perilous, alle plyande [curled] thame semyde, 

Lothene [hateful] and lothely, lokkes [his hair] and other,

All with lutterde [bowed] legges, lokerde vnfaire [covered with ugly hair], 

ffiltyrde vnfrely [churlishly matted], wyth fommande lyppez,

The foulleste of fegure that fourmede was euer!

He baltyrde [danced about], he bleyrde, he braundyschte ther-after;

To bataile he bounnez [prepares] hym with bustous clowez:

He romede [bellowed], he rarede, that roggede alle the erthe!

So ruydly he rappyd at to ryot hym seluene! (774-785)

Unlike the dragon and the giant, this bear is not a fantastic creature but instead a real- 

world animal. He is rendered monstrous both by his immensity as well as his physical 

repulsiveness, much of which stems from his state of uncleanness. There is a particular 

focus on the filthiness of the bear’s pelt; the hair that covers him is “unfair” and
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“filtered,” or matted. (This kind of grotesque hirsutism is one Arthur also encounters in 

the giant of Mont Saint-Michel, as I will later discuss more fully.) In many ways, it is an 

odd description for such an animal; there is almost a suggestion in the poet’s description 

of a beast that has gone rabid, with its “fommande lyppez” and crazed behavior. The bear 

is dangerous not just because of its ferocity, but also because it is mad and out of 

control—much like the senseless mob described by Gower. The bear is a monster to be 

feared but also reviled rather than admired.

The meticulously detailed portrayals of these two ferocious creatures eagerly 

invite allegorical interpretation, all the more so because both appear in the king’s dream 

vision, a commonly acknowledged conduit for prophecy in the Middle Ages.13 The basic 

frame of Arthur’s dream of the dragon and bear has Geoffrey’s Historia as its original 

source text. The poet has taken the sparse outline of the dream’s events and enhanced it 

with vivid physical descriptions of the two monstrous adversaries, taking great care to 

heighten the contrasts between the dragon’s noble beauty and the bear’s bestial 

loathsomeness, details completely absent in both Geoffrey and Wace. While these details 

may in no small part be the poet of the Alliterative Morte reveling in an opportunity to 

embellish his sparse source material for dramatic effect, the dragon’s beauty and the

13 In his Commentary on the Dream ofScipio, Macrobius, a fifth-century Roman philosopher whose 
writings were highly influential in the Middle Ages, identified the five main types o f dreams: enigmatic 
(somnium), prophetic (visio), oracular (oraculum), nightmare (insomnium), and apparition (visum). 
Macrobius asserted that a dream could only be identified as prophetic after the events it revealed had come 
true. At this stage Arthur’s dream could at best be considered enigmatic, which Macrobius described as a 
dream “that conceals with strange shapes and veils with ambiguity the true meaning o f the information 
being offered, and requires an interpretation for its understanding” (Spearing, Medieval Dream-Poetry 9 -  
10).
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bear’s ugliness are set at such odds that the reader cannot help but read their physical 

states as clues to their meaning. It is likely that by the pains the poet has taken to describe 

the dragon’s beauty and the bear’s loathsomeness, a medieval audience would have 

recognized these as literary cues to the state of the two creatures’ souls (Finlayson 115; 

Ziolkowski 7), and read the dream battle as one of good versus evil.

Yet the reader does not face the task of interpretation alone, as the poem itself 

provides guidance into the allegory in action. Upon waking, a troubled Arthur recounts 

the details of his dream to “two phylozophirs [philosophers], that folowede hyme euer” 

(807), asking them to interpret what must surely be a prophecy. The clerks assure Arthur 

that the dragon represents the king himself. The beast’s colorful form, it would seem, 

betokens the rich variety of Arthur’s unified kingdoms. They tell him, “The colurez that 

ware castyne appone his clere wengez, / May be thy kyngrykez alle, that thow has ryghte 

wonnyne” (819-820). If the giant’s heterogeneous body makes him grotesque, the 

opposite is true of the dragon’s multicolored form. In fact, the poem often engages in a 

renegotiation of qualities that in some scenarios are normative, in others, monstrous. The 

enemy army Arthur and his men face is portrayed as impure, composed as it is of pagans, 

“alyenes,” and supernatural creatures, while Arthur’s host is both pure (British) and at the 

same time diverse, representing the many kingdoms he has conquered. Lucius threatens 

to rob Arthur of his power by reducing him to the status of an animal, vowing to “Bryne 

Bretayne the brade, and bryttyne thy knyghtys, / And brynge the bouxsomly 

[compliantly] as a beste” to Rome (106-107). Yet the king reasserts his sovereign right to
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rule by becoming that very beast, for when Lucius’s insulting message is delivered, 

Arthur

Luked as a lyone, and on his lyppe bytes!

The Romaynes for radnesse [fear] ruschte to the erthe, 

ffore ferdnesse of hys face, as they fey were;

Cowchide as kenetez [crouched like hounds] be-fore the kynge seluyne. 

(119-122)

This display leads the senator to later declare that Arthur is

The knyghtlyeste creatoure in Christyndome haldene,

Of kynge or of conquerour, crownede in erthe,

Of countenaunce, of corage, of crewelle lates [expressions],

The comlyeste of knyghthode that vndyre Cryste lyffes!” (534-537)

The king’s exhibition of non-human ferocity cements his reputation, at least for the 

Roman delegation, as the pinnacle of civilized society—the noblest knight in 

Christendom.

This blurring of and playing with boundaries between human and animal invites 

the reader to challenge assumptions made by characters within the poem, and to try to 

identify the point at which beastly crosses the line into monstrous. On the surface, the 

symbolism of the dream seems unambiguous. The dragon flies out of the West, the 

direction from which King Arthur himself comes. In contrast, the bear shambles out “of 

the Oiyente,” following the path of Lucius’s army. The dragon’s beauty and the bear’s
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repulsiveness are clear indicators of their moral character—but they are both monsters, 

though one is mythic and the other real. The sage philosophers tell Arthur that the bear 

“Be-takyns the tyrauntez that tourmentez thy pople; / Or elles with somme gyaunt some 

joumee [day] salle happyne, / In syngulere batelle by 3oure selfe one” (824-826). The 

fact that the dragon slew the bear in the king’s dream vision, they assure him, signifies 

his own victory to come in the waking world—but against whom? The philosophers 

cannot say with certainty whether this foe will be a (presumably human) tyrant or an 

actual giant. As Arthur is traveling toward Rome to do battle with the Roman Emperor, 

Lucius seems the most likely candidate for the bear’s true identity.14 But this assertion is 

complicated by a number of factors, and the poem cleverly allows for a multiplicity of 

meanings, many of them contradictory. Regardless of the philosophers’ assurances, King 

Arthur is both mythologically and etymologically aligned with the figure of the bear; in 

Welsh and Irish mythology Arthur was a bear king or sometimes even a bear god, and his 

name was identical to the word for bear in many Celtic languages: art in Irish, artos in 

Gaulish, arth in Welsh, and arzh in Breton (Pastoureau 52).15 At the same time, a 

medieval audience familiar with the Geoffrey-Wace-La3amon tradition would have 

already been attuned to what awaited the king upon the heights of Mont Saint-Michel,

14 In Wace, the clerks determine the dream has only one meaning, assuring the king that the bear represents 
a “certain horrible giant” who will challenge him. Arthur refutes their interpretation, saying, “My 
interpretation of the dream is other than yours. To me it typifies rather the issue o f the war between myself 
and the emperor” (Mason 81).
15 Beowulf, another famous heroic king from early English literature, was also named after the bear. The 
name Beowulf literally meant “bee-wolf,” which was the way Germans referred to this fearsome animal 
because they believed speaking its true name to be taboo. The Celts also had a roundabout way of referring 
to the bear, preferring to call it by its nickname math or matu, which meant “male” or “virile” in Irish and 
Welsh (Pastoureau 52, 81).
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and would have read the bear as a prophetic form of the giant. In the end, the Dream of 

the Dragon and Bear episode serves to illustrate that the final meaning of a monster is 

elusive, and that one of its chief traits is its ability to represent many things at once. The 

fact that all three—the dragon, the bear, and the giant—can be read as potential forms of 

the king as well as his enemies not only enriches the poem, but invites the reader to resist 

easy categorizations and acknowledge the potential for monstrosity in both aristocratic 

power structures as well as in those forces that would challenge them.

The Towering Body: Representing Politics Through Embodiment

The poet of the Alliterative Morte first and foremost follows the Galfridian 

narrative when selecting a giant to serve as Arthur’s first significant adversary in the 

poem. The giant’s physical repulsiveness and grotesque, half-man/half-animal 

appearance allow the poet to explore the nature of other bestial, horrifying bodies that 

confuse the boundaries between man and monster, and play with the concept of outward 

appearance as a reflection of inner nature. Yet the giant’s physical body has an additional 

fortuitous trait beyond its ugliness—its very structure. Made up of various human and 

animal parts, the resulting form of non-cohesive, aggregate body serves as an able 

metaphor for the factious “bodies” or incorporations found throughout the work as well 

as outside of it, such as the political structures or social collectives in contemporary 

society the poet may be critiquing.
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Even without taking into consideration the piecemeal structure of this specific 

giant, generally the representations of giants serve as effective metaphors for powerful 

figures or institutions. The immense size of the giant’s body, its physical strength, and its 

predilection for destructive violence—traits that serve to make the giant, as Cohen writes, 

a “masculine body out of control”—allow it to be easily read as a stand-in for a political 

ruler such as a king, and by extension, monarchal power (Of Giants 152). The Mont 

Saint-Michel giant’s traits can be seen as kingly aspirations taken to extremes: the desire 

for conquest of other nations and peoples represented by anthropophagy, the desire to 

reproduce the royal line represented by the rape of innocent maidens. Literary works 

featuring the figure of the giant may serve as a traditional “mirror for princes,” a 

metaphorical warning to those who rule about the dangers of unchecked power and of 

kingship without temperance.16 However, while this is one valid and immediately 

accessible reading of the giant in the Alliterative Morte, this giant’s unique form allows 

for a multiplicity of more nuanced readings about the giant’s body as a metaphor for 

“embodied” politics.

Even when not specifically described as being made up of disjointed parts (as is 

the Alliterative Morte giant), manlike giants and gigantic monster are almost always 

experienced in pieces from a human perspective. Cohen argues that the predilection to 

see a giant’s body in fractured bits is a result of its immensity: “When placed inside a

16 The Fiirstempiegel that Hans Goller notes is one possible generic classification for this work. Goller 
argues that the Alliterative Morte defies definitive generic categorization, and could also be considered an 
epic, a romance, a tragedy, an exemplum, or a chanson de geste (15).
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human frame of reference, the giant can be known only through synecdoche: a hand that 

grasps, a lake that has filled his footprint, a shoe or glove that dwarfs the human body by 

its side. To gaze on the giant as something more than a body in pieces requires the 

adoption of an inhuman, transcendent point of view” (O f Giants xiii). In the Alliterative 

Morte the giant’s body serves as a symbolic space where separate parts or fragmented 

pieces have been knitted together to form a whole, one that functions with a singular 

purpose. This body owes its immense size to the fact that it is an accretion of things, be 

they a multitude of subjects, identities, or human and animal bodies. The poem itself is a 

kind of giant’s body made from numerous myths and histories dismembered by the poet 

and reconfigured into an original whole. But with such a conglomerate body there always 

remains the threat of a loss of cohesion, and it is often through fracturing, dissolution, or 

dismemberment that real giants—as well as those groups or institutions with a giant’s 

collective power—are vanquished.

Giants and their disparate pieces can represent things larger even than specific 

governments or political movements; they can represent entire nations. If we read the 

giant as the incarnation of Emperor Lucius, the giant-as-chimera becomes the various 

parts or peoples who make up his empire. The assigning of animal bodies and animal 

parts to foreign groups was common in the Middle Ages; for example, Saracens were 

often identified as dogs and Jews portrayed with goat horns or pig tails. Such imagery 

allowed medieval Christians to categorize Muslims and Jews as members of the 

monstrous races rather than men (Gilmore 8). These monstrous representations both
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dehumanized their subjects as well as spoke to these strange people’s inability to fit 

correctly within the framework of a European, Christian society. A hybrid of human and 

animal parts was “a monster on whose body unresolved difference in species stood in for 

inassimilable differences of culture” (Cohen Hybridity 41). In this way, the giant of Mont 

Saint-Michel, made from parts of loathsome creatures (frog, fluke, hound-fish) and 

vicious beasts (wolf, bear, bull), is a reflection of Lucius’s army of monsters, warlocks, 

and foreign fighters. He is Rome: brutal, massive, and unpleasantly heterogeneous. Rome 

and its ruler are a reflection of what King Arthur could become, and his standoff against 

this foe represents both his battle against his enemy, while at the same time his battle 

against a distorted reflection of himself, for the king leads his own massive and violent 

horde into battle, a company made up of warriors hailing from an assortment of nations: 

England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and Brittany.

The political readings of the Alliterative Morte giant are not only skin deep; they 

extend to his bizarre outer covering as well. Like the common depictions of the medieval 

wild man, the giant of Mont Saint-Michel is covered everywhere with hair, which would 

seem to align him with this legendary figure. Yet this hair has an unlikely—and 

problematic—provenance. As he climbs the crags of Mont Saint-Michel where the giant 

lurks, Arthur stumbles across a “wery wafiille wedowe [woeful widow]” (950) weeping 

over the grave of the duchess, whom the giant has raped and murdered. The widow tells 

Arthur that the giant wears a kirtle, or gown,

hydede [covered] alle with hare [hair] hally al ouere,
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And bordyrde with the berdez of burlyche [stately] kyngez,

Crispid [curled] and kombide, that kempis [warriors] may knawe 

Ich kynge by his colour, in kythe [country] there he lengez. (1001-1004) 

Therefore, the giant’s hirsute exterior comes from the hair of human men. And not just 

the hair of men, but the beards of kings, objects symbolically bristling with masculinity 

and power. Intriguingly, these beards are curled and combed as a civilized man might 

wear his facial hair, and each stands out as a disparate part by its coloring, to serve as a 

reminder to each king’s warriors that his lord has been conquered and dominated by the 

giant, robbed of both his sovereignty and masculinity in one flick of the blade.17 The 

image of the multicolored beard cloak is a striking one, and reflects a moment in which 

this “upstart lord” is busily constructing his own unique sigil, a complex reworking and 

reweaving of the banners of many royal houses (made from the literal pelts of their lords) 

reconstructed into a new, emerging aristocratic identity. In this way, this particular 

monster fulfills his etymological role as “that which shows or warns,” his banner of 

beards proudly waving from the summit of his mountain kingdom and declaring his 

intentions to form his own house. The only beard missing from the giant’s cloak is 

Arthur’s own, which the king guards upon his face with no intention of offering it as 

tribute. “3a, I haue broghte the berde” (1033) he assures the woeful widow sarcastically,

17 Edmund Spenser evokes a similar image in Book VI of The Fairie Queene, in which Sir Calidore is told 
of a cruel knight who refuses to yield his love to the Lady Briana “Vntill a Mantle she for him doe fynd, / 
With beards of Knights and locks of Ladies lynd” (VI. 15.4-5).
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but while Arthur’s beard will eventually join the others in the cloak, it will be as 

conqueror rather than conquered.

The giant is not the only appearance of a “towering body”—one made up of many 

parts and united in the goal of violence—in this work. The Giant’s Tower scene is a 

symbolic representation of the giant’s body early on in the poem, in which an ancient 

stone edifice in Arthur’s castle serves as the framework onto which (or into which, as the 

case may be) the various lords of Britain assemble, coming together to form one body 

with one purpose. The scene begins with the arrival of emissaries arriving at Arthur’s 

court bearing an unwelcome message from Lucius—namely, that the king must bow 

before the emperor and pay tribute to Rome. Arthur does not forget the courtesy for 

which he is renowned. He fulfills his duties as host, treating the Roman senator and his 

entourage to a feast of such opulence and decadence that they cannot help but be awed by 

the wealth of his court. Shortly thereafter, the king calls a private counsel with the men of 

the Round Table. The poet has taken the basic details of this scene from his source 

materials, although while in the Historia Geoffrey refers to the structure to which they 

retire as simply “a gigantic tower near the entrance to the palace” (231), the poet of the 

Alliterative Morte describes this structure as the “geauntes toure” toward which “iolily he 

wendes, / Wyth justicez and iuggez, and gentille knyghtes” (245-246).18 Despite the

18 It would seem that Wace in his Roman de Brut (A.D. 1155) was the first to give the tower this proper 
name, and the poet of the Alliterative Morte is likely following his lead. In his retelling of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s story Wace writes, “[Arthur] called his privy council and the lords of his household together, 
in a certain stone keep, that was named the Giant’s Tower” (Mason 72). In the original Norman the lines 
read “£« une soie tor perrine /  Que I ’on apeloit Gigantine” (11,007- 11,008). In his later Brut (A.D. 1190)
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rebellions hinted at earlier the poem, in the tower the lords of Britain speak with one 

voice: they will follow their king to war. Gathered together in the heights of the stone 

edifice, the men of the Round Table (Sir Cador of Cornwall, King Aungers of Scotland, 

the unnamed lord of Brittany, the King of Wales, and Sirs Ewain fitz Urien, Lancelot, 

and Lot) offer their counsel.19 As in the source material, each of the men shares his 

eagerness to do battle against Lucius, pledging legions of soldiers to Arthur’s forces. The 

poet of the Alliterative Morte, however, writing in the fourteenth century, infuses these 

declarations with the language of the Crusades. Sir Cador tells the group that he thanks 

God for the threat Rome poses, exclaiming, “Now wakkenyes the were [war]! wyrchipide 

be Cryste!” (257). Each of the other men follow suit, making vows to both Christ and to 

the holy vemicle that they shall make Rome pay for its affront to Britain.20 The Roman 

enemy becomes conflated with the Saracen Empire, with Arthur vowing to “myne doune 

the wallez, /... of Petyrsande” [Petrasanta; that is, the Vatican] (351-352).

As an earlier catalog of Arthur’s conquests makes clear, however, the unity of this 

newly formed body is a tenuous one. Arthur, unlike Lucius, does command the loyalty of 

all lords in his realm (Lucius’ wayward vassal being Arthur himself), but King Arthur’s 

men are loyal because he has conquered them—thus, he is no less a tyrant than the

La3amon more closely follows Geoffrey in describing the structure in generic terms: “Wenden into ane 
huse I>e wes biclused faste, / an aide stanene weorc—stide men hit wurhten” (12,418-12,419); this 
translates to “They went into a building which was stoutly fortified, an old stone structure—strong men 
built it” (Barron 16(1-161).
19 In contrast to his central role in later Arthurian tales by Sir Thomas Malory, Lancelot here is a minor 
character with no romantic connection to Arthur’s queen.
20 G61Ier points out the irony o f the knights swearing upon the vemicle, as it traditionally served as the 
symbol o f those who made the pilgrimage to Rome. See Goller, 21.
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Roman Emperor. In the opening lines cataloging Arthur’s numerous conquests, the poet 

clarifies that “kynge Arthure by conqueste hade wonnyne / Castelles and kyngdoms, and 

contreez many” (26-27). He has used his superior military strength to bring his lords to 

heel, for “Irelande vttirly, as Occyane rynnys; / Scathylle [harmful] Scottlande by skylle 

he skyfitys [rules] as hym lykys, / And Wales of were he wane at hys wille” (31-33). 

Arthur is not a ruler who retains his crown because of the respect his people have for his 

noble lineage; instead he has assumed political power over his lords in the way that real 

medieval princes did—through violence and conquest. Arthur’s kingdom, represented 

here by a gathering in the Giant’s Tower of representatives from each region, is a “body” 

made up of many fragments that hold together when united in a common cause, but that 

has the potential to fly apart and again be reduced to pieces, either by forces from within 

(rebellion and dissension) or from without (destruction on the battlefield). Arthur’s 

assembly itself thus becomes a clever foreshadowing of the towering, conglomerate body 

of the Mont Saint-Michel giant, drawing parallels between king and monster. The 

symbolic giant that lumbers forth from the tower shares his chimera-like physicality, 

being made up of different parts of Arthur’s kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, and 

Ireland). This collective body wields a tremendous strength that can be a force of 

productive power if kept under control, or a force of monstrous, unchecked violence if 

the baser and more bestial parts of its nature are allowed to overwhelm it.

At this early moment there is the potential for both outcomes, which Arthur seems 

to realize when he praises the brave words of his knights and acknowledges the role their
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loyalty and counsel play in grounding him and helping him to maintain his manhood, 

meaning not just his bravery but also his humanness: “And latte me neuere wanntte 30W, 

whylls I in werlde regne; / My menske [honor] and my manhede [manhood] 3e mayntene 

in erthe” (398-399). The body formed by Arthur and his men leaves Camelot with noble 

intentions: to return to Rome to reclaim Arthur’s birthright and take control of a city 

overrun by false rulers and infidels. At the same time, Arthur’s vow to tear down the 

walls of the Vatican reveals the potential threat of a mindless and self-destructive war in 

which a Christian ruler moves to strike at the heart of Christendom itself. In addition, any 

assault by Britain on Rome is problematic, as it represents an assault on Britain’s own 

genealogical identity, founded as it was by Brutus, the grandson of Aeneas, the mythic 

father of Rome himself. Nonetheless, ancestry and the events of the distant past in no 

small part fuel this conflict. Sir Lot asserts to the company, “It es owre weredes to wreke 

the wrethe of oure elders!” (385), and in this acknowledgment of the role of fate (or 

wyrd) in the events of the poem, one hears an echo of the old Anglo-Saxon epics, 

although whether Arthur and his men are more aligned with the hero Beowulf or with the 

monster Grendel is a question that remains tantalizingly unanswerable.

A Tyrant That Torments Thy People: Civilized Politics vs. Political Violence

I have detailed how the giant’s body can be read as a representation of the 

powerful collective body, one whose appearance or actions are forever in danger of 

crossing the threshold of human and civilized into monstrous and uncivilized. In the
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Alliterative Morte, the Mont Saint-Michel giant’s predilection for cannibalism and 

violence serves as the perfect vehicle through which to explore contemporary anxieties 

about different forms of political power in late-fourteenth-century England: the threat of 

monarchal tyranny as well as the threat of anarchy from a violent rebellion like the 

Peasants’ Revolt. In forming a parallel gigantic body out of Arthur and his men, unified 

in the Giant’s Tower into a singular force, the poem explores the question of how a 

civilized system or collective might descend into a more extreme and dangerous form of 

power. Readers can easily follow the arc of Arthur’s transformation from civilized ruler 

to a new form of despot—one who, by the end of the Roman episode, has replaced both 

the giant and Lucius Iberius as the new conquering tyrant.

When Arthur first learns of the giant’s crimes from the Knight Templar, his 

reaction is initially that of a civilized sovereign. The king expresses a desire to meet with 

the monster on human terms, using the language of law and diplomacy. Arthur asks the 

man to direct him toward the giant, saying,

Bot walde thow kene me to the crage, thare that kene [keen one] lengez,

I walde cayre [go] to that coste, and carpe [speak] wythe hyme seluene, 

To trette [treat] with that tyraunt fore tresone [treason] of londes 

And take trewe [truce] for a tyme, tille it may tyde bettyre. (876-879)21

21 John Block Friedman points out that in works such as Beowulf and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 
there is a “close and constant connection between incivility and mountainous and rocky sites”; See 
Friedman, 149.
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Notably Arthur wishes to “treat” with the giant and try to come “to a truce.” Even the 

giant’s crimes are described as treason, a charge that requires the monster be thought of 

as a member of the political system in the first place—namely, that he be seen as a man, 

perhaps even a fellow sovereign. Arthur’s ready acceptance of the giant’s innate 

humanity, and perhaps even nobility, serves to both illustrate his reasoned temperance 

while at the same time blurring the boundaries between the man and the monster. The 

level of savage violence in which this encounter will eventually result illustrates just how 

much the king truly has in common with the giant.

Shortly before Arthur encounters his adversary face to face, he assumes a bizarre, 

nameless persona, hiding his true identity from the widow and pretending to be one of his 

own knights. This shift, I argue, allows the king himself to represent the symbolic giant’s 

body that Arthur and his men form as a whole. The disguised king tells her, “I am 

comyne fra the conquerour, curtaise and gentille, / As one of the hathelest [most manly]

O')of Arthur knyghtez, / Messenger to this myx [dung]” (987-989). Arthur’s encounter 

with the widow is a curious departure from both Geoffrey and Wace’s versions, in which 

it is Sir Bedvere, sent ahead by Arthur to scout the mountain, who comes across the 

weeping woman (Historia 235; Roman de Brut 82). It may be that the poet has simply 

altered the plot to focus the action specifically on Arthur. However, in disguising himself 

from the widow—an act made all the easier by the heavy armor that covers his body and

22 Despite the hybrid nature of the giant’s body detailed earlier, Arthur’s reference to the monster as a 
“myx” in these lines is solely to be read as a pejorative, that the creature is “excrement.” According to the 
OED, the earliest use of mix as a noun indicating a “mixture” was not until 1595.
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face—Arthur cloaks his identity and becomes an everyman; or, in this case, an 

everyknight. Arthur in this anonymous, disguised state is able to represent both himself 

and each one of his individual knights; he becomes a symbolic representation of the 

totality of the Arthurian giant preparing to do battle with the Mont Saint-Michel giant. 

And with King Arthur’s true identity hidden from her, the widow is free, in effect, to 

speak truth to power. Her account of the giant’s violent consumption of innocents 

metaphorically describes the crimes of tyrannous leaders against those they would 

conquer and destroy, a truth surely few would speak of openly to a powerful ruler.

As Arthur’s encounter with the giant approaches, the parallels between them start 

to emerge more clearly than in earlier passages. The widow describes in gruesome detail 

the giant’s ghastly repasts, which “thre balefulle birdez” (1029) or sad maidens, are 

forced to prepare for him:

He sowppes alle this sesone with seuen knaue [male] childre,

Choppid in a chargour [serving dish] of chalke whytt syluer,

With pekille and powdyre of precious spycez,

And pyment fulle plenteuous of Portyngale wynes. (1025-1028)

Cohen notes that both the imagery and the language of this passage call to mind Arthur’s 

similarly extravagant feast at the beginning of the poem, where exotic animals such as 

herons and swans were served “in silueryne chargeours” (185) and claret and Cretan 

wines flowed copiously. While Arthur’s state dinner was a kind of public theater to 

impress and even intimidate the Romans, this more sinister version is one in which
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“monarchical power is unmasked [or un-masqued] as originating in a violent system of 

force predicated on unwilling subjugation” {Of Giants 155-156). The poet has gone to 

great lengths to emphasize the giant’s anthropophagy.23 While in both Geoffrey and 

Wace there are references to the giant’s taste for human flesh, in all three source poems 

when Arthur finally sees the monster he finds him devouring only a pig.24 But when the 

Arthur of the Alliterative Morte creeps closer to the giant’s cook fires, he comes upon a 

vivid scene of cannibalistic horror:

He lay lenand one lange [stretched out], lugande vn-faire,

The thee [thigh] of a manns lymme lyfte vp by the haunche;

His bakke, and his bewschers [buttocks], and his brode lendez [loins]

He bekez by the bale-fyre, and breklesse [without trousers] hyme semede; 

Thare ware rostez fulle ruyde, and rewfulle bredez [roast meats],

Beerynes [men] and bestaile [beasts] brochede to-geders;

Cowlefulle cramede of crysmede [baptized] childyre,

Sum as brede brochede, and bierdez thame toumede. (1045-1052)

Despite the grisly fact that human body parts are being consumed, the scene has a 

curiously domestic air, with the giant a kind of hungry husband stretched before a hearth

23 In her book Empire o f Magic: Medieval Romance and the Politics o f Cultural Fantasy, Geraldine Heng 
makes the rather startling claim that the romance tradition’s preoccupation with the theme of cannibalism 
was the result of a collective cultural trauma, one induced by firsthand accounts of Christian European 
knights eating the flesh of “infidel Turkish cadavers” during the First Crusade. See Heng, 2.
24 The correlating lines in the Historia read, “At that moment the inhuman monster was standing by his fire. 
His face was smeared with the clotted blood of a number of pigs at which he had been gnawing. He had 
swallowed bits o f them while he was roasting the rest over the live embers on the spits to which he had 
fixed them” (239). In Wace the lines read, “He broiled a hog within the flame upon a spit. Part of the flesh 
he had eaten already, and part of the meat was charred and burning in the fire” (84).
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fire while his “wives” prepare dinner, turning spits of roasted meats. These brochettes of 

bodies—men, children, animals—speak to the giant’s traditionally monstrous and all- 

consuming appetite even while at the same time gesturing to the piecemeal nature of his 

own body, made up as it is of myriad human and animal pieces. In a bizarre way, the 

giant’s anthropophagy may also be his attempt to become a man himself, to consume 

humanity’s essence. His consumption of men makes him at once both man and monster, 

much like his exceptionally violent rape of the duchess also did. The woeful widow, who 

reveals to a disguised Arthur that she was the duchess’s foster mother, laments that the 

giant

hade morthirede this mylde [mild one] be myddaye war rongene,

With-owttyne mercy one molde, I not watte it ment;

He has forsede hir and fylede [defiled], and cho es fay leuede [left dead];

He slewe hir vn-slely [crudely], and slitt hir to the nauylle. (976-979)

The woman identifies the act as “murder,” which, like rape, requires a human assailant. 

Despite the horrific violence of the act, the giant’s treatment of the duchess is more the 

brutal act of a murderous man than that of a wild beast, although there is the suggestion 

that the giant’s non-human body was the ultimate cause of her death; that is, that his 

gigantic phallus—already threatening as the site of the monster’s reproductive power— 

proved fatal to her upon penetration. When Arthur finally battles the monster, the king 

castrates him with his sword: “Ewyne in-to jumette [intestines] the gyaunt he hyttez / lust 

to the genitales, and jagged thame in sondre!” (1122-1123). This is more than simply a
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punishment fit for a rapist; it is also a rebuke to the giant’s troubling status as a man as 

well as the threat posed by any monster with functional sexual organs.

In his battle with the giant, however, the king paradoxically destroys the monster 

while at the same time ensuring the continuation of its influence. One way in which 

Arthur does this is by subsuming the giant’s monstrous body into his own. In the final 

moments of the violent physical confrontation between them, their bodies come together 

so intimately that in the tangle of flailing limbs tumbling down the hillside, it becomes 

impossible to identify which body parts belong to the man and which to the giant. Note 

the dual instance of to-gederz (my emphases added) to accentuate how their bodies have 

fused into one:

Wrothely thai wrythyne and wrystille to-gederz,

Welters and walowes ouer with-in thase buskez,

Tumbellez and tumes fast, and terez thaire wedez,

Vn-tenderly fro the toppe thai tiltine to-gederz;

Whilome Arthure ouer, and other-while vndyre, 

ffro the heghe of the hylle vn-to the harde roche;

They feyne neuer are they falle at the flode merkes;

Bot Arthur with ane aulace egerly smyttez,

And hittez euer in the hulke vp to the hiltez.

The theeffe at the ded-thrawe so throly him thryngez [squeezes],

That three rybbez in his syde he thrystez in sundere! (1141-1151)
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As with the protean nature of the piecemeal gigantic body, always threatening to either

join together or splinter apart, here the Arthur-Giant body comes together even while at

the same time it “thrystez in sundere” (breaks asunder). If the poet was concerned about

the unprecedented political upheavals occurring in 1399-1400, this unification may be an

allusion to the formation of a new regnal body formed from the shards of its predecessor,

in the way that the usurper Henry IV claimed King Richard II’s crown in order to build a

new Lancastrian dynastic legacy. Seen in this way, there is no true death for the gigantic,

conglomerate body of political power, simply a constant rearrangement or restructuring

of its various parts or fragments. But Arthur does not simply draw the giant’s body parts

into his own kingly body, he takes up the monster’s symbolic mantle and scepter as well.

After he has slain the giant, Arthur commands his men to strike off the monster’s head

and tells them, “If thow wylle any tresour, take whate the lykez; / Haue I the kyrtylle and

the clubb, I coueite noghte elles!” (1190-1191). As Mary Hamel notes, in taking the

beard mantle for himself, Arthur replaces the giant as the tyrant who wears the trophies of

other conquered kings on his back (296). This is a crucial departure from both Geoffrey

and Wace, for while both source texts mention the beard cloak, it does not belong to the

giant of Mont Saint-Michel but rather a different giant Arthur fought in his youth.25 The

poet of the Alliterative Morte may have simply conflated the two story lines to simplify

the action; however, the original cloak was an artifact from the past—Wace even

describes it as a rich garment of furs with a “border of dead kings’ beards” (Barron 86).

25 The giant in the Historia is named “Retho” and dwells upon Mount Arvaius; in Wace he is named 
“Riton” (Historia 240, Barron 85).
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Despite the pervasive violence that seems to define the giant’s every action, there is no 

hard evidence in the poem that the kings who gave up their beards to the giant of Mont 

Saint-Michel have been killed, just that they have been conquered and forced to give the 

monster their beards as tribute. Therefore the power Arthur potentially gains by wearing 

this beard mantle is one of contemporary political power, and if the cloak lacked only 

Arthur’s beard to be complete, now that manly symbol holds pride of place. Yet another 

body has formed from disparate parts into a troubled whole, one that resembles not just a 

nation but an empire.

However, even the dismemberment of this monster’s physical body is no 

assurance of the end of its influence. Caroline Walker Bynum points to the medieval 

practice of dividing up the dead bodies of both kings and saints in order to spread their 

perceived power across the landscape. She writes, “Division could be generative. 

Because the person was in some sense his or her body, the multiplication of holy body 

parts seemed pregnant with possibility. The heart of a king or the finger of a virgin made 

the earth where he or she was buried fertile with saintly or royal power” (280). Thus, the 

giant’s head could be lopped off in order to destroy it, as could the head of state or the 

literal head of a rebel leader be removed in order to destroy what either represented. But 

like a saint’s finger bone in a reliquary, in reducing them to pieces, the power these 

bodies were once imbued with may simply be disseminated rather than destroyed, yet 

another way in which Arthur’s destruction of the Mont Saint-Michel giant may serve 

instead to give it new life—perhaps within the king himself.
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If in the Giant’s Tower the various pieces of the body of British power came 

together to go to war, then it was in the form of one figure—Arthur in his “nameless 

knight” state—that this body faced off against its first gigantic foe, an encounter so full of 

parallels, mirrorings, and inversions that it destabilizes the lines between man and 

monster and calls into question the boundaries between those two anatomies. Following 

the death of the giant and the dissolution of its physical wholeness, as Arthur both 

castrates and beheads the monster, so too does the new bearer of the beard cloak dissolve 

into a multitude of parts, identities, and subjectivities—namely, the various knights who 

make up Arthur’s army.

In the action to follow, the focus of the poem spreads across the wide swath of the 

battlefield, following the individual exploits of each member of the Round Table in 

detail. In short order, the second incarnation of the prophesied tyrant enters the action. 

Much like the Knight Templar who warned the king upon arrival at Barfleur, now a pair 

of messengers rides hard toward the company, warning them of Lucius’s imminent 

arrival into France. Their description of the emperor is one that would easily describe a 

second giant, knocking over treetops and gobbling up terrified townspeople as it plods 

across the landscape: “He fellez forestez fele, forrayse [plunders] thi landez, / ffiysthez 

[spares] no fraunchez [liberty], bot fraisez [affrights] the pople; / Thus he fellez thi folk, 

and fangez [seizes] theire gudez!” (1247-1249). However, despite attempts to align 

Lucius with the Mont Saint-Michel giant as well as his prophetic shadow-self, the 

monstrous bear vanquished by Dragon-Arthur, there are textual clues in the poem that the
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massive beasts who clashed in the airy heights above the king’s dreamtime bower have 

indeed become inverted; namely, the numerous references to the dragons that adorn the 

standards and shields of Lucius and his men. The messengers warn Arthur that “He 

drawes in-to douce Fraunce, as Duche-men tellez, / Dresside with his dragouns, dredfulle 

to schewe” (1251-1252). Later in the battle when Lucius realizes he is trapped by 

Arthur’s forces, the poet writes that the Roman Emperor carries on bravely, and “ffro 

Viterbe to Venyse, theis valyante knyghtez / Dresses vp dredfully the dragone of golde, / 

With egles alouer, enamelede of sable” (2025-2027), even echoing the earlier description 

of the dragon whose “feete ware floreschede alle in fyne sabylle” (771). Shortly 

thereafter the Welsh king faces off against Lucius’s man, the Viscount of Valence, who is 

described thusly:

He drissede in a derfe [strong] schelde, endenttyd with sable,

With a dragone engowschede [swollen], dredfulle to schewe,

Deuourande a dolphyne with dolefulle lates [expression],

In seyne that oure soueraygne sulde be distroyede,

And alle done of dawez with dynttez of swerddez; 

ffor thare es noghe bot dede [death] thare the dragone es raissede! (2052- 

2057)

A new, monstrous version of the king has emerged from the battle on Mont Saint- 

Michel—Arthur is now the true tyrant. He is also the “blake bustous bere ... lokerde 

vnfaire” (775, 779); that is, covered with ugly hair—for Arthur does indeed now possess
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the bristly garment taken from the giant’s back. In the violent battle scenes there are also 

allusions to the giant’s predilection for brochettes of human bodies. If the giant of Mont 

Saint-Michel dined upon “Beerynes and bestaile brochede to-geders” (1050), now 

Arthur’s knights form similar brochettes with the organs of their adversaries, which the 

poet describes with gruesome relish. The Welsh king drives his spear through the 

Viscount of Valence, and “With a crewelle launce cowpez fulle euene / A-bowne the 

spayre a spanne, emange the schortte rybbys, / That the splent and the spleene on the 

spere lengez!” (2059-2061). Sir Kayous similarly dispatches an unnamed foe, for “With 

a launce of Lettowe he thirllez his sydez, / That the lyuer and the lunngez on the launce 

lengez” (2167-2168). Arthur eventually slays the Roman Emperor with his own hand, a 

scene that concludes in a single stanza, oddly brief in comparison with the two richly 

described foreshadowing battles. In the ensuing chaos, the king becomes monstrously 

merciless, rabidly ordering his men to slay all soldiers on the Roman side, refuting any 

chance for ransom and demanding only blood as payment for the death of Sir Kayous, 

who fell in battle. A gory slaughter follows, and the men of the Round Table 

Choppe doune in the chaas cheualrye noble;

Romaynes the rycheste and ryalle kynges,

Braste with ranke stele theire rybbys in sondyre!

Braynes fore-brustene [burst into pieces] thurghe bumeste helmes,

With brandez for-brittenede [battered to death] one brede in the laundez. 

They hewede doune haythene mene with hiltede swerdez,
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Be hole hundrethez on hye, by the holte eynyes! (2269-2275)

Immediately following this apocalypse of brutality and bloodshed, the language 

of the poem becomes bizarrely pastoral: “Thane releuis the renkes [warriors] of the 

Rounde Table, / By the riche reuare [river] that rynnys so faire; / Lugegez [lodged] thaym 

luflye by tha lyghte strandez” (2278-2280). This is something of a return to the locus 

amoenus the king passed through on his journey to the heights of Mont Saint-Michel, a 

place where the river “rynnyd so swythe” that the “whate swowynge of watyre, and 

syngynge of byrdez, / . . .  myghte salue hyme of sore” (920, 931-932). It almost seems as 

if the poem’s narrative arc is winding backwards now that King Arthur has accomplished 

what he initially set out from Britain to do: conquer Rome. But the destruction of Lucius 

marks only the midpoint of the work as a whole, and as the later destruction of Metz 

scene illustrates (3032-3067), Arthur’s mercilessness has only just been awakened.

Before the Roman portion of the poem comes to an end, Arthur constructs a 

symbolic second “cloak” made from those he has conquered. The beards of two captured 

Roman senators are ritualistically shaved off, so that Arthur may send the pair—shamed 

and “castrated”—back to Rome as a warning: “They schouene [shaved] thes schalkes 

[men] schappely ther-aftyre, / To rekkene theis Romaynes recreaunt and 3oldene 

[surrendered]; / ffor-thy schoue they theme to schewe, for skomfite [discomfiture] of 

Rome” (2333-2335). These barefaced senators Eire all who remain alive from Lucius’s 

army; the bodies of the fallen are gathered up by Arthur’s men and prepared for burial:

Thane they bussches and bawmede [embalmed] thaire honourliche kyngis,
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Sewed theme in sendelle [fine linen] sexti-faulde aftire,

Lappede them in lede, lesse that they schulde

Chawnge or chawffe, 3if thay myghte escheffe [spoil or rot before they 

could arrive]

Closed in kystys clene vn-to Rome,

With theire baners a-bowne, theire bagis there-vndyre,

In whate countre thay kaire that knyghttes myghte knawe

Iche kynge be his colours, in kyth whare [he] lengede. (2298-2305)

The language eerily echoes that used to describe the beard cloak (“bordyrde with the 

berdez of burlyche kyngez, / Crispid and kombide, that kempis may knawe / Iche kynge 

by his colour, in kythe there he lengez”) but this new “mantle” is made from entire 

bodies, slain methodically and marked accordingly as a clear warning to each lord’s 

kempes. Arthur has become the new monstrum, warning the powers of Rome with his 

shipment of sarcophagi that each part of its Imperial body has the potential to be added to 

this conquered carcass should they threaten him again.
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I have never seen a greater monster or miracle 
than myself.

—Michel de Montaigne

Chapter 2: The Monstrous Messenger of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight

On a late spring morning in 1076, Waltheof, the Earl of Northumberland, was led 

to the top of St. Giles Hill near Winchester—the site of his execution by order of the 

king. His crime was high treason, for Waltheof had been implicated in an attempt to 

overthrow none other than William I, Duke of Normandy and King of England, otherwise 

known as William the Conqueror.

Despite William’s decisive victory in 1066 at the Battle of Hastings, the Norman 

leader continued to face resistance to his rule from many fronts, and his troubles 

culminated in 1075 with an event that came to be known as the Revolt of the Earls. The 

chief architects of this revolt were two men named Roger of Breteuil, the Earl of 

Hereford, and Ralph Guader, the Earl of Norfolk, who drew Waltheof into their 

conspiracy to overthrow the king. Waltheof had proven himself disloyal to William in the 

past, supporting King Swegyn Astrithson of Denmark during the 1069 Danish invasion of 

England. However, William had not only pardoned Waltheof but had married him off to 

his own niece, Judith. This time, however, despite Waltheof s admission of the 

conspiracy to both King William and Lafranc, Archbishop of Canterbury, and his pleas 

for clemency, William ordered Waltheof put to death.
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The Earl of Northumberland was to be beheaded, an execution method that had 

been common in early Anglo-Saxon England but had fallen out of favor. But William I, 

whose reign launched the Plantagenet family dynasty that would rule over England until 

the deposition and death of Richard II more than three centuries later, for his own reasons 

decided to bring it back in order to punish this upstart earl. In fact, Waltheof was the first 

and only nobleman William ordered to be beheaded in the entirety of his reign. In the 

years following Waltheof s death, a legend developed which claimed that as he prepared 

himself for the executioner’s sword stroke, the doomed man began to recite the Lord’s 

Prayer. At the moment at which he spoke the line “Lead us not into temptation. . the 

sword fell, lopping off his head. Despite this killing blow, as Waltheof s severed head 

tumbled to the bloody grass, it opened its eyes and continued to speak, finishing the line 

with “. . .  but deliver us from evil. Amen” (Lewis, “Waltheof, Earl of Northumberland”).

Over three centuries later, an unknown English poet composed a work that opens 

memorably with another nobleman’s decapitated head, which, despite being severed 

from its body, addresses the royal court of a king who may be the symbolic 

representation of King Richard II, William the Conqueror’s direct descendant. In this 

chapter, I will argue that this poem, which has come to be known as Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight, can be read as a critique of the contemporary political system, one with 

subtle but significant anti-royalist undertones. It is essentially a carefully veiled call for 

political reform from within and an assertion of the nobility’s essential role in providing 

the monarchy with its legitimacy. First, I will analyze the Green Knight’s detailed
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physical description to explore the Gawain-Poet’s conception of monstrosity—one that 

stands in compelling contrast to that of the Alliterative Morte Arthure poet. I will 

investigate how the Green Knight’s physical form, sized ambiguously between man and 

giant, can be read as a body that represents an alternative source of rule, his corporeal 

excess suggestive of a multitude: be it the power of a group of non-sovereign aristocrats, 

or, more broadly, the collective power of the commons. Next, I will look at how this 

giant’s ambiguous status as an alien “outsider” who is at the same time familiar suggests 

that these alternate sources of political power, while representing a prescriptive rupture 

with the status quo, reside within the familiar bounds of the current system. Lastly, I will 

attempt to show how the poem employs the concept of physical mutability to represent 

the ease with which social or political transformation might occur.

The Poem, Its Sources, and Interpretations

Like the author of the Alliterative Morte, the poet who composed Sir Gawain 

remains anonymous. He is generally believed to be the author of Cleanness (sometimes 

called Purity), Pearl, and Patience, all of which are found in the sole extant manuscript 

containing these works, which is known as Cotton Nero A.x.27 For this reason he is

26 For a thorough and exhaustive review of the many proposed identities for the Gawain-Poet, see William 
Vantuono’s introduction to the University of Notre Dame edition of Pearl.
27 This designation comes from the particular naming convention of manuscript collector Sir Robert Cotton 
(1571-1631), who stored his collection in large presses that were surmounted with busts of various Roman 
emperors (Vantuono xv).
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commonly referred to as either the Gawain-Poet or the Pearl-Poet.28 Like the Alliterative 

Morte, the Gawain-Poet’s works are written in alliterative verse form and in a regional 

dialect very different from the London English of Chaucer’s oeuvre; in fact, as mentioned 

in the introduction, the language has been conclusively determined to originate in the 

North West Midlands region of England (Pearsall 38).

The precise date of composition for Sir Gawain remains a point of debate among 

scholars, but the general critical consensus locates it during the reign of King Richard II, 

who ruled England from 1377 to 1399. As Paul Battles points out, there are two different 

approaches to engaging in a “Ricardian” reading of the poem: The first is solely a literary 

one, a reading of the poem in conversation, and in comparison, with the works of other 

notable late-fourteenth-century poets such as William Langland, Geoffrey Chaucer, and 

John Gower; the second approach is a more historical one, analyzing the poem as either a 

critique or celebration of Richard’s reign (12). An emerging theory regarding the poet’s 

identity and the possible details of the poem’s composition is an intriguing one; namely, 

that the Gawain-Poet might have been part of a group of Cheshire men that the king, who 

had been working to cultivate his power base in that region during the 1380s and 1390s, 

surrounded himself with during the height of his troubles with John of Gaunt and the 

Lords Appellant (Jones 463-482; Saul Chivalry 310-311). Because of this political 

situation, Sir Gawain may have been composed in Richard’s London court, which could

28 John Bowers argues that the Gawain-Poet may be the author of Saint Erkenwald as well, although this 
belief is not widely shared by modem scholars. In his Ricardian reading of the Gawain-Poet’s canon, 
Bowers points out that “Richard II’s growing problems with London are reflected by the fact that Gawain 
shows a royal court without a capital city and Erkenwald a capital city without a king” (1,4).
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explain why the language of the poem is regional but the work is sophisticated in 

structure and seemingly written for a courtly audience.

The poem, however, cannot be conclusively dated, with some scholars dating the 

work as early as 1347 during the reign of Richard’s grandfather Edward III (Battles 12). 

Michael Bennett believes the composition date range is anywhere from 1360 to as late as 

1400, but argues that the poem is more redolent of Richard’s court than Edward’s, for it 

was during the reign of the last Plantagenet king that “knights . . .  were in danger of 

going to seed” (85). Because questions about the author’s identity and the poem’s relation 

to contemporary events cannot be answered with any degree of certainty, for the purposes 

of this essay I will attempt to read the work more generally against the backdrop of the 

broader political and social anxieties of the last half of the fourteenth century in England, 

with occasional nods toward historical readings when the connections seem particularly 

vibrant or compelling.

Reimagining Monstrosity as a Desirable Alterity

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is a story about a monster. This extraordinary 

being features prominently at the beginning of the work and at its close; in addition, as 

the reader eventually comes to learn, he is present in an alternate form throughout most of 

the poem—his presence, and potentially his influence, is pervasive. Searching for the 

hidden symbolic meaning of the Green Knight is a critical exercise that plays out in 

countless scholarly analyses of the poem. Derek Brewer notes that a good deal of early
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criticism read him as a form of vegetative god such as the Celtic Green Man, which he 

attributes to “a projection of that wider cult of ‘nature’ and neo-paganism common in 

English literary circles in the earlier part of the twentieth century” (181). John Bowers 

claims that “lurking deep with the poem’s cultural memory” is the Celtic myth of the 

seasonal battle between the Holly King and the Oak King, and it is true the Green Knight 

arrives at Camelot waving a sprig of holly (23). He is also commonly thought to be a type 

of fairy, and the men of the court later bemoan the fact that it is Sir Gawain’s fate to be 

“Hadet wyth an aluisch mon [beheaded by an elvish or supernatural man]” (681).29 As 

green was a color associated in the Middle Ages with demons and demonism, an infernal 

provenance for the Green Knight has also been suggested (Battles 129). There has even 

been an attempt to link him, as Bowers notes, to the Islamic folk figure of al-Khidr or 

“the Green One,” a myth that may have been brought back to England by crusaders 

returning from Arab territories (23). Derek Brewer suggests that he may simply represent 

death, and he certainly seems to be the one who will deliver it to Sir Gawain (20). Helen 

Cooper agrees and points out that the Green Knight’s “assurance to Gawain that he 

cannot help but find him sounds very like periphrasis for death,” an assurance similar to 

the one the Old Man gives to the Death-seeking rioters in Chaucer’s Pardoner’s Tale

29 All Sir Gawain and the Green Knight quotes taken from J. R. R. Tolkien and E. V. Gordon’s 1925 
Oxford University Press edition of the poem, revised by Norman Davis in 1967. For translation of difficult 
words, I rely on Paul Battles’ Broadview edition (Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. Ed. Paul Battles. 
Toronto, Ontario: Broadview Press, 2012. Print).
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(288). While each of these proposed origins sound relatively plausible, it is important to 

remember that while there were many likely sources and analogues for the framework of 

the story, as Elisabeth Brewer writes, “The marvel itself, in the person of the Green 

Knight, has no obvious precedents” (249).31 The Green Knight is almost wholly the 

poet’s invention (in contrast with the Mont Saint-Michel giant, which was already an 

established figure in the Geoffrey-Wace-La3amon tradition). So while there may be some 

connection between the figure of the Green Knight and these different mythic 

antecedents, he is, for the most part, an original character.

The affective impact of monsters is usually the result of their frightening physical 

appearance, which in the humanlike variety is most often expressed in representation as 

ugliness or brutishness—from the cruel, malformed face of the Mont Saint-Michel giant 

to common depictions of the wild man, wild eyed and covered in hair. So it is significant 

that the monster at the heart of Sir Gawain is not only not ugly, but instead described as a 

beautiful being who is “perfect” in form. It is for this reason that I argue the poet is doing 

something significant in this work by reimagining monstrosity as a desirable alterity, an

30 In his final exhortation to Sir Gawain in the opening scene, the Green Knight says, “|5e kny'jt o f be grene 
chapel men knowen me mony; / Forfii me for to fynde if Jx>u fraystez [seek me], faylez j)ou neuer” (454- 
455). Compare this to the language the Pardoner’s Old Man uses when talking about death: “To fynde 
Deeth, tume up this croked wey, / For in that grove 1 lafte hym, by my fey, /  Under a tree, and there he 
wole abyde; /Noght for youre boost he wole him no thyng hyde” (Riverside Chaucer CT VI (C) 761-764).
31 In “The Sources of Sir Gawain,” Elisabeth Brewer catalogues a number of likely sources for aspects of 
the plot of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, including the Middle Irish Fled Bricrend (Bricriu’s Feast), in 
which the Irish hero Cuchulainn beheads a huge, shape-shilling “Terror”; as well as several French 
romances, including Le Livre de Caradoc, Perlesvaus, La Mule sans Frein, and Hunbaut. In all of these, 
the hero’s antagonist is simply portrayed as a “churl” or, more specifically, a “hideous churl,” except for 
the antagonist of Perlesvaus, who is instead a handsome knight (E. Brewer 243—255).
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otherness that is different from the status quo (be it a specific ruler or political system) 

but equal or even superior to it.

The beauty of this monster begins with his perfection of physical form. Even 

though the Green Knight is terrifyingly massive in size, he retains a well-proportioned 

body with broad shoulders, a flat stomach, and a slim waist. Consider these lines from the 

Green Knight’s initial physical description:

For of bak and of brest al were his bodi stume [massive],

Both his wombe [stomach] and his wast [waist] were worthily smale 

[slim],

And alle his fetures fol3ande [proportioned], in forme bat he hade, 

ful clene [most handsomely] (143-146)

This symmetry of form connotes a beauty of form, and the fact that the Green Knight is 

described as a person with “alle his fetures fol3ande, in forme bat he hade, / ful clene” 

allows us to make the broad assertion that a medieval reader would have seen his moral 

nature as similarly good. In the first stanza describing his appearance, the Green Knight is 

referred to as “clene” no less than five times. This word had many meanings in the 

fourteenth century: “bright,” “comely,” “complete” or “whole,” “chaste,” and “pure” 

including in the sense of morally pure (the Gawain-Poet was also the likely author of the 

poem known as Cleanness, a complex work that explores the concept of moral purity).32 

The repeated assertion that the Green Knight’s features and habiliments are clene aligns

32 “clean, adj.” OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2016. Web. 23 April 2016.
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his physical form and moral nature with that of Gawain, of whom we are told “His 

clannes . . .  croked [was] neuer” (653). Jill Mann notes that while trawpe as a virtue was 

one traditionally associated with knighthood, clannesse and chastity were not. She 

suggests that if the Gawain-Poet was a cleric of some kind, the poem may have been his 

attempt to rewrite the knightly ideal to better align it with clerical values (260). The 

poem’s attempt to depict Gawain as a flawless hero should not be surprising for a reader 

familiar with the romance tradition, but that the work is engaged in a similar project for 

the hero’s monstrous adversary is certainly bizarre enough to warrant our attention.

In addition to his body, the Green Knight’s beautiful clothing signals that he is a 

well-heeled nobleman of some kind, one whose wealth and sophistication rest on par with 

the aristocrats of Camelot. He is elegantly attired in a fur-trimmed cloak and clothing that 

is “enbrauded abof, wyth bryddes and fly3es [butterflies], / With gay gaudi
' j ' y  • •

[ornamentation] of grene, J)e golde ay inmyddes” (166-167). The blazon describing the 

giant’s attire from head to toe emphasizes the richness of his clothing, embroidered 

everywhere in golden thread and studded with sparkling jewels. Mann reads such 

instances of sumptuousness and extravagant display in the poem not as a critique of the 

historic excesses of Richard II’s court, but rather as a physical manifestation of the “inner

33 The English sumptuary laws, first passed in 1363 under King Edward III, codified acceptable clothing 
expenditures and materials for members of every social class, likely in reaction to upwardly mobile 
merchants and other non-aristocrats whose increasing wealth allowed them to dress in a manner deemed 
above their social status. Knights were specifically commanded not to wear “cloth o f gold, nor cloths 
mantle, nor gown furred with miniver nor of ermines, nor no apparel embroidered o f stone” (Keen 10; 
Newton 132). The Green Knight would be in violation of every item of this statute, dressed as he is in cloth 
embroidered with gold, a cape lined with ermine, and a belt studded with semi-precious gems.
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splendor of courtly virtues” the poem is celebrating (236). Before the Green Knight’s 

arrival, there is description of the general sumptuousness of Arthur’s court at 

Christmastime, with its expensive tapestries and silver plates piled high with delicacies. 

But it should be noted that, regardless of whether this opulence is a reflection of courtly 

decadence or one of moral refinement, in this work the monster is the first being who is 

described in this way, long before Sir Gawain’s own ornate armor and dress is described 

from head to toe in atomized detail. The poet is drawing our attention to the fact that this 

enormous man is beautiful to behold.

In addition to describing in lavish detail every bejeweled and gold-embroidered 

comer of the Green Knight’s clothing and habiliments, the poem also contains evocative 

descriptions of his luxuriant green hair and bushy green beard:

Fayre fannand fax [flowing hair] vmbefoldes [encloses] his schulderes;

A much berd as a busk [like a bush] ouer his brest henges,

J)at wyth his hi3lich [splendid] here ])at of his hed reches 

Watz euesed [clipped] al vmbertome [around] abof his elbowes,

[)at half his armes J^er-vnder were halched [enclosed] in wyse 

Of a kyngez capados [hooded cape] bat closes his swyre [neck]. (181-186) 

The Green Knight’s human incarnation, whom Gawain unknowingly first encounters in 

Fitt II, sports the same “brode, bry3t. . .  berde,” although instead of green it is “al beuer- 

hwed” (845) or reddish brown. This emphasis on the Green Knight’s massive beard, and 

his hair that seems to run over his shoulders and cover his body, parallels the description
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of the Alliterative Morte giant, similarly suggesting the hirsute form of the medieval wild 

man. But the Green Knight is too cultivated, too courtly to fully qualify as a traditional 

wild man, and his hair is so carefully gathered and clipped that he presents the very 

picture of courtly refinement.

I have not ceased to refer to the Green Knight as a “monster,” for despite his 

beautiful appearance and aristocratic bearing, he remains a frightening figure whose non- 

normative body can easily be described as “unnatural” and “monstrous.” First and 

foremost is his inhuman coloring: his “enker-grene” (150) skin and hair and his glowing 

red eyes. Because of this alarming and immediate signal of the Green Knight’s 

monstrosity, when coupled with his massive and potentially supernatural size, it is no 

wonder that the members of Arthur’s court cower in fear when he crashes their Christmas 

festivities to propose his grim beheading game. His size and authoritarian demeanor 

project a menacing threat of violence, but when a form of violence finally does arrive, it 

is directed back at the green stranger, who calmly exposes his neck and demands Gawain 

strike his head from his shoulders:

Gauan gripped to his ax, and gederes hit on hy3t [lifts it up high],

Jje kay fot [left foot] on J>e folde [ground] he before sette,

Let hit doun li3tly ly3t [swiftly alight] on be naked [flesh],

J)at be scharp [ax] of be schalk [man] schyndered [severed] be bones,

And schrank [cut] [)ur3 be schyire grece [white fat], and schade [sliced] hit 

in twynne,
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Jrat J>e bit of J>e broun stel [bright steel] bot [bit] on J>e grounde.

J>e fayre hede fro J>e halce [neck] hit to [)e erj)e,

J?at fele [so that many] hit foyned [kicked] wyth her fete, Jjere hit forth 

roled;

})e blod brayd [burst] fro J)e body, ])at blykked [shone] on J)e grene. (421- 

429)

The terror of the courtiers is only magnified at the end of this gory scene when, following 

his beheading, the strange visitor’s body does not falter but rather lifts its own severed 

head aloft and reminds Gawain of his oath before galloping away into the unknown:

For J>e hede in his honde he haldez vp euen [levelly],

Toward J>e derrest [noblest] on J>e dece [dias] he dressez [turns] j?e face, 

And hit lyfte vp [>e y3e-lyddez and loked fill brode [staringly],

And meled [said] f>us much with his muthe, as 3e may now here:

‘Loke, Gawan, }x>u be gray]>e [ready] to go as Jxm hettez [promised],

And layte [seek] as lelly [faithfully] til J>ou me, lude [knight], fynde,

As t>ou hatz hette [promised] in J>is halle, herande [>ise [with hearing of 

these] kny3tes;

To }>e grene chapel ]>ou chose [go], I charge J)e, to fotte [come get]

Such a dunt [blow] as }x>u hatz dalt—disserued Jxni habbez [have]

To be 3ederly 3olden [promptly repaid] on Nw 3eres mom.

J?e kny3t of J>e grene chapel men knowen me mony;
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ForJ>i [therefore] me for to fynde if f>ou fraystez [seek me], faylez ]x>u 

neuer.

Jjerefore com, o])er recreaunt [coward] be calde ]>e behoues.’ (444- 

456)

In this memorable (a modem reader might even term it “cinematic”) moment of Fitt I, the 

Green Knight reveals himself to be seemingly deathless, and thus even more monstrous 

than the Alliterative Morte giant, who, for all his fiendishness, had the good sense to stay 

dead when his own head was lopped off. Cohen identifies the monster’s immortal, 

unstoppable nature as one of its chief characteristics: “No matter how many times King 

Arthur killed the ogre of Mount Saint-Michael, the monster reappeared in another heroic 

chronicle, bequeathing the Middle Ages with an abundance of mortes d’Arthurs” (O f 

Giants 4). In Sir Gawain, however, this threat is literalized in a monstrous being who 

cannot be killed even when beheaded. This monster is here to stay, and thus even the 

traditional “vanquishing” scene in which the romantic hero dispatches the threat fails to 

hold the same significance it would in another hero-versus-monster tale. Before Gawain’s 

quest has even begun, we are reminded that this monster is unique and worth paying 

close attention to.

Half-Etayn in Erthe: An Alternate Vision of the Giant’s Body as Collective Power

The memorable opening stanza of Sir Gawain, like many works of this period 

(including the Alliterative Morte), conjures up the founding fathers of Britain and
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emphasizes their classical origins from great seats of cultural and mythic power such as 

Troy and Rome. These founders are remembered as Olympians whose extremes of 

physical size are suggestive not of their monstrousness but of their historic greatness. 

According to Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia, the fearsome giants roaming throughout 

the Britain of prehistory were conquered and destroyed by the likes of Brutus and Arthur, 

their bodies incorporated into the founding of the nation (Cohen O f Giants xviii). 

However, the opening lines of Sir Gawain describe great leaders from the past who seem 

to be giants themselves, building their nations like oversized children playing with toy 

building blocks: “Langaberde in Lumbardie lyftes vp homes” while across the English 

Channel “Felix Brutus / On mony bonkkes [banks] ful brode Bretayn he settez” (12-14). 

The historical enormity of these men’s mythic legacies is communicated through imagery 

of them using their bare hands to lift and place entire cities into the landscape. 

Immediately, the poem suggests a very different role for the giant in contrast with the 

brute of Mont Saint-Michel: one of builder, creator, and father of history— human 

history, no less.

The massive man the reader encounters in Sir Gawain is markedly different from 

the more traditional giant that King Arthur battles in the Alliterative Morte. Arthur’s foe 

has many of the traits of giants common in the literary tradition: he is ugly, malformed, 

and bestial, more of a wild man figure than the notably courtly and beautifully attired 

Green Knight. Nor does the Mont Saint-Michel giant possess the power of human 

language, and his guttural battle screams stand in stark contrast to the measured,
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articulate speech of Gawain’s adversary. And while the Mont Saint-Michel giant is a 

creature of explosive violence, raping, murdering, and cannibalizing his way across the 

Norman countryside, the Green Knight is presented as potentially violent, but unlike a 

mindless monster, his actions remain under his control and never exceed more than the 

threat of violence.

In addition to the many markers of traditional gigantism the Green Knight fails to 

live up to, another notable one is size—arguably the most significant measure of any 

being’s status as a giant. The Green Knight’s ambiguous state between human and giant 

is one that contrasts markedly with the Alliterative Morte giant, a monstrous man-eater 

who “Fro the face to the foot was five fadom [fathoms] long!” (AMA 1103).34 The 

description of the Alliterative Morte giant’s physical body elicits no hesitation on the part 

of that poem’s narrator as to whether or not he was fully a giant, partially a giant, or 

simply an oversized man—he was a giant. However, in the initial description of the 

Green Knight, the narrator stresses the immensity of the Green Knight’s body but 

hesitates to definitively declare him a giant; rather, he is suggested to be “half-giant” or 

“mostly a man”:

])ere hales in at ]>e halle dor an aghlich mayster [terrifying huge man],

On {?e most on £>e molde [earth] on mesure hyghe;

Fro t>e sywre [neck] to ]>e swange [waist] so sware [strongly built] and so 

t>ik,

34 Which would make the giant of Mont Saint-Michel roughly 30 feet tall.
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And his lyndes [loins] and his lymes so longe and so grete,

Half etayn [giant] in erde [world] I hope [believe] ]mt he were,

Bot mon most I algate mynn [nevertheless declare] hym to bene (136- 

141)

True giant or not, the immense size of the Green Knight certainly makes him a 

frightening figure to the members of Arthur’s court, his massive form skirting the edges 

of a supernatural physicality and blurring the boundaries between man and monster more 

effectively than does the body of the Alliterative Morte giant.

It is important, however, that the Green Knight is characterized as a giant or giant

like man, alerting the reader that his body is meant to signify something in representation 

more than simply a human body. While the Alliterative Morte giant’s body is overtly 

allegorical, a hodgepodge of animal parts and disparate pieces we can read as a collective 

of various nations or peoples, the Green Knight’s body, in contrast, is fully cohesive. As 

detailed previously, the body he inhabits is perfectly balanced and representative of an 

idealized male form. His gigantism is chiefly measured by his excessive size. Rather than 

representative of a collective power or “body,” the Green Knight’s massiveness instead 

suggests that he be read in the same way that the historical “giants” described in the 

opening stanzas of the poem were: as great and influential founding fathers creating 

civilization itself. Just as “Langeberde” built the first societies in Britain with his bare 

hands, this similarly long-bearded titan has come to Arthur’s court to rebuild that world 

anew, his skin imbued with the bright green of that Edenic early landscape. Here “giant”
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can be read as founder, as ancestor, as pater familias of Britain itself. Instead of placing 

the stones and bricks of physical cities, he concerns himself with the foundations of 

culture, testing and transforming Sir Gawain and, through him, the whole of Arthur’s 

court—he explicitly announces he has come to test the reputation of England’s most 

celebrated king as well as the exemplar of English chivalric identity. Certainly this giant 

is destructive, but he is also constructive in a way the Alliterative Morte giant was not.

It also remains possible to read the excess of the Green Knight’s body in an 

allegorical way as a collective of bodies or identities—mature, aristocratic, male ones. 

The Green Knight’s perceived maturity stands in stark contrast to the youthfulness of 

King Arthur in this poem, a representation that Bowers points out is uncommon in the 

Arthurian tradition (85). In fact, all members of the Arthurian court are portrayed as 

young and even somewhat childish. The residents of Camelot are described as innocent 

“fayre folk in her first age” (54), while King Arthur seems a rambunctious boy who 

cannot sit still upon his throne, fidgeting like a toddler:

He watz so joly of his joyfnes [in his youth], and sumquat childgered 

[boyish]:

His lif liked hym ly3t [merry], he louied ]>e lasse [thus he did not like] 

Auf)er to longe lye or to longe sitte,

So bisied him his 3onge blod and his brayn wylde [unruly]. (86-89)

If we read the poem against historic events of the late fourteenth century, there does seem 

to be a parallel here with the oftentimes strained relationship between the young King
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Richard II and his elder advisors, notably his uncle and onetime king regent of England, 

John of Gaunt. After the death of his grandfather, King Edward III, in 1377, Richard was 

crowned king of England at the age of 10 (his own father, Edward, the Black Prince, died 

young in 1376 after a long illness). Because Richard was only a child at the time of his 

coronation, John of Gaunt played an important role in governance of the realm during the 

early part of the king’s reign. When Richard finally came of age, tensions between the 

king and his uncle saw John of Gaunt leave England for a period of time; in his absence a 

new source of strife developed at court when a small group of rebellious nobles—the men 

who came to be known as the Lords Appellant—joined forces to censure Richard as well 

as arrest and execute several members of his inner circle, an event referred to as the 

Merciless Parliament of 1388 (Saul Richard I I 12—30; 148—196). When the notably 

mature Green Knight enters Arthur’s hall, he declares to the young king and the courtiers 

watching him in frightened silence

Nay, frayst [seek] I no fy3t! In fayth I J)e telle,

Hit am aboute on |>is bench bot berdlez [beardless] chylder.

If I were hasped [enclosed] in armes on a he3e stede,

Here is no mon me to mach, for my3tez so wayke [feeble]. (279-282) 

Bowers points out the “generation gap” that seems to separate the Green Knight from 

King Arthur and his men. His calling them out as beardless children echoes an accusation 

often hurled at Richard II as an affront to his perceived manliness and fitness as a ruler, 

and in fact Richard was often visually depicted as beardless even in his late twenties
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(21).35 This same generation gap yawns between the Green Knight and Arthur’s alter 

egos—Lord Bertilak and Sir Gawain, respectively—later in the scenes at Hautdesert.

The immense body of the Green Knight, his perceived maturity, and his role as a 

royal challenger allow him to be read as representative of different forms of collective 

power that threatened Richard II’s rule throughout his reign, including the Merciless 

Parliament and perhaps even the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 (although the Green Knight’s 

courtly appearance speaks less to a threat of non-aristocratic origin). Like the Green 

Knight, both of these threats represented forces that were “outsider” in nature. Lord 

Bertilak (the man we eventually learn is the Green Knight’s human alter ego) can be read 

as a type of upstart lord whose status could potentially challenge any sovereign, with his 

mirror court, an alternate form of Camelot that is even superior to it in certain aspects: Of 

Bertilak’s wife, Gawain concludes she is “wener [more lovely] ben Wenore [Guinevere]” 

despite the poem’s initial assertion in Fitt I that Arthur’s queen was 

J)e comlokest [comliest woman] to discrye [see]

[)er glent [looked] with y3en [eyes] gray,

A semloker [more beautiful woman] bat euer he sy3e [saw]

Soth [honestly] mo3t no mon say. (945; 81-84)

While this example can be seen as simply the “battle of the superlatives” common in 

romantic poetry, the fact that the superiority of Lady Bertilak’s beauty is acknowledged

35 Bowers notes that the king continued to be disparaged as a “boy” throughout his reign, with writers such 
as John Gower complaining in his influential poem Vox Clamantis (c. 1377-1381), “The king, an 
undisciplined boy, neglects the moral behavior by which a man might grow up from a boy.” See Bowers 
21; Gower 232.
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by Sir Gawain, the famed hero of Camelot and King Arthur’s representative at Bertilak’s 

court, illustrates that the young knight is open to the possibility that other aspects of this 

outsider court could be superior as well.

Thus this monstrous giant and frightening outsider may perhaps not be as 

monstrous as first imagined, at least not in the way that monstrousness is so often equated 

with that which is wrong, evil, and against the proper order of nature. Nor is this “giant” a 

proper representative of the ugly, brutish, and destructive giants that so commonly haunt 

the landscape of romantic poetry. In the section that follows, I will examine how the 

Green Knight may also not be as much of an “outsider” as he first appears, either.

In a Mirror, Greenly: Discovering the Monster Within

The Green Knight as a representation of an alternative form of political or 

ideological power is not meant to be perceived as an alien, outside influence; that is, a 

foreign power imposed upon the court from without. Rather, the poem suggests that the 

potential for such transformation already lies within the existing system, perhaps even 

within its current members, and this potential is represented by the careful work of 

drawing close parallels throughout the poem between the Green Knight, the monstrous 

other, and Sir Gawain himself, nephew to the king and a celebrated symbol of the values 

Camelot holds most dear. For the relationship between the fearsome green giant and the 

young knight is not just one of testing but also one of transformation, and at the close of
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the poem it is Gawain himself who, in returning to Camelot wearing the green girdle as a 

baldric, carries this alternate “green perspective” into the very heart of Arthur’s court.

As the reader eventually discovers, the Green Knight appears to have two forms: 

the first, the frightening colossus we meet in Fitts I and IV; the second, the burly Lord 

Bertilak who appears in the middle of the poem in Fitts II and III. His mutability is the 

work of enchantment, and the inclusion of magic in the plot is a common one in the 

romance tradition. But his state of bodily dualism is one that is also highly suggestive of 

the dual nature of the royal body as explored by Ernst Kantorowicz in his seminal work, 

The King’s Two Bodies, in which he describes the medieval conception of the king as 

possessing a mortal body as well as a corpus mysticum that was “the eternal essence or 

‘godhead’ of the monarch,” the immortal body politic that passed from sovereign to 

sovereign (14). The Green Knight’s initial challenge to the Round Table seems to suggest 

that he believes himself to be the young king’s equal, and when he offers to let any man 

present strike off his head with his own ax if that same person will concede to a return 

blow in one year’s time, it is Arthur who angrily takes up the challenge, exclaiming, “I 

know no gome [man] [>at is gast [afraid] of by grete [boastful] wordes; / Gif me now by 

geseme [ax], vpon Godez halue, / And I schal bay])en [grant] by bone [boon] bat bou 

boden habbes [have requested]” (325-327). Were this scenario allowed to proceed 

unchallenged, it would result in a physical confrontation between two men who both 

possess a dual body, one of which is seemingly immortal: Arthur’s mystical royal body 

and the Green Knight’s supernatural monstrous body, which appears unharmed when it
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does eventually lose its head to Sir Gawain’s ax blow. Because the Green Knight’s 

origins remain a mystery, we cannot say with certainty whether or not he is a king of 

some otherworldly kingdom, but there is no hard evidence in the poem that he is anything 

more than an aristocrat—although one who is clearly not in vassalage to Arthur, and one 

whose castle of Hautdesert is located somewhere outside King Arthur’s realm.

However, Arthur’s part in this grisly gomen of exchanged ax blows is superseded 

by Gawain when he beseeches Arthur to let him take the king’s place. As one of the 

king’s trusted knights, it is his chivalric duty to serve Arthur and keep him from harm. 

Thus Gawain’s act of replacing the king here in this early part of the poem is not 

extraordinary or out of place in the context of the chivalric tradition; however, as the 

poem progresses, and Gawain is influenced and transformed by the Green Knight’s 

monstrosity (in the new way the poem has defined such otherness for us), his role as a 

replacement Arthur carries weightier relevance in terms of the work’s larger message. 

Gawain speaks out against the “unseemliness” of the king putting himself in danger 

“Whil mony so bolde yow aboute vpon bench sytten, / J)at vnder heuen I hope non 

ha3erer [readier] of wylle, / Ne better bodyes on bent t>er baret is rered [on a field where 

battle breaks out]” (351-353). The hall, he seems to suggest, is full of able replacement 

bodies—knights’ bodies—that should more properly be the ones put at risk in service to 

their sovereign. Employing the traditional medieval modesty topos, Sir Gawain asserts 

his unworthiness by announcing, “I am J>e wakkest [least distinguished], I wot, and of 

wyt feblest, / And lest lur of [least worth if I lose] my lyf’ (354—355), even while
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reminding all present that Arthur’s royal blood flows in his veins as well: “Bot for as 

much as 3e ar myn em [uncle] I am only to prayse [is my sole distinction], / No bounte 

[virtue] bot your blod I in my bode knowe [recognize]” (356-357). Thus, Gawain brings 

two forms of Arthur’s body into his confrontation with the Green Knight: the king’s 

physical body (body natural) in the form of his blood kinship, and the shadow of the 

king’s royal body (body politic) in his role as Arthur’s last-minute stand-in.

When Gawain first meets the Green Knight in Fitt I, he wears no armor, since his 

first duel with this otherworldly adversary occurs in a dining hall rather than upon a 

battlefield. But as Gawain prepares to leave Camelot and seek out the Green Knight, he is 

dressed ritualistically in his elegant armor, a scene described lovingly in rich detail. This 

is the traditional arming topos common to many works of the romance tradition, but this 

passage of the poem resonates strongly alongside the earlier, detailed description of the 

Green Knight’s clothing and appearance in Fitt I. Like the Green Knight, Gawain is 

dressed in precious silk and an ermine-lined cloak or “crafty capados” (572). As the 

Green Knight’s clothing was intricately “embrauded abof, wyth biyddes [birds] and 

fly3es [butterflies]” so too is Gawain’s “embrawden ... [with] bryddes on semez [birds on 

seams], / As papiayez paynted peruyng bitwene [parrots depicted among periwinkles]” 

(166, 609—611). If the Green Knight was visually described as clothed only in green and 

gold, so too is Gawain depicted as dressed from head to toe in red and “knotez of golde” 

(577)—a color scheme both in opposition to and alignment with his supernatural 

opponent.
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If the chivalric virtue of loyalty (leute) to one’s lord was what prompted Gawain, 

as Clare Kinney says, to “put his body on the line” in the first place (49), it is his 

devotion to the equally important chivalric virtue of trawpe, or fidelity, that drives him to 

journey into the wild in search of the Green Chapel so that he might keep his word. 

Gawain’s destiny is now inextricably linked to the promise he made to the green man, as 

is the fate of his body, for he must spend the next year blindly seeking his own 

executioner. The intimacy of this life-and-death bond between the two knights (despite 

the Green Knight’s seeming deathlessness) grows stronger in the poem as Gawain leaves 

the civilized space of Camelot and enters the solitary wild, alone only with thoughts of 

his fatal rendezvous and “no gome [man] bot God bi gate [on the way] wyth to karp 

[speak]” (696). The green body that was so carefully cataloged in Fitt I has disappeared 

and we are left, quite literally, with only one other knightly body. However, there is no 

comparison between the two to be had, for as A. C. Spearing points out, the poem offers 

the reader almost no physical description of Gawain’s own body (qtd. in Kinney 49), 

making him a kind of tabula rasa. The ambiguity of Gawain’s physical appearance; the 

easy interchangeability and exchangeability of bodies that seems to permeate the initial 

beheading scene; Gawain’s penetration into the uncivilized space beyond the borders of 

the Arthurian court; and the reader’s realization that Gawain and the Green Knight will 

soon share a singular and unique physical form—that of a headless knight—all serve to
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destabilize the boundaries between the two men’s forms and link them not just as fellow 

knights, but as fellow green knights,36

When Gawain eventually comes upon a mysterious castle deep in the wilderness, 

he is warmly welcomed by all the inhabitants, including the burly lord of the place and 

his young wife, who usher him into a beautifully appointed room and host him with regal 

largesse. In the days that follow, the lord sets out on several hunting trips but cajoles 

Gawain to remain behind in the castle, where he is invited to spend each day resting, 

eating, and passing time with the beautiful lady. The lord proposes a game: Whatever he 

wins during his daily hunts, he will gift to the young knight at the end of each day if 

Gawain will do the same. The older man returns each evening with freshly caught game 

for his guest, who gives him a series of kisses in return—the prize he has won each day 

from his host’s wife. While these scenes are commonly read as a prolonged test of 

Gawain’s virtue, they are also a moment of “playing house” in which Gawain lives the 

daily life of the lord, including time spent in the bedroom with the lady, who slips into 

Gawain’s bedchamber each morning (although such dalliances do not progress to actual 

lovemaking). He becomes, albeit briefly, an alternate form of the lord, that man whose 

identity and loyalties still remain mysterious.

While Gawain’s clothing and armor had initially served to link his body 

symbolically to the Green Knight, over the course of his stay at Hautdesert, the young

j6 The image of a headless man is one that, for a medieval reader, could have potentially invoked an 
association with the Blemmyae, one of the commonly depicted monstrous races I discuss in the 
introduction.
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knight’s outer covering shrinks in stages. In the frozen wilderness before his arrival at the 

castle, the hard shell of Gawain’s armed covering seems to be part of his body; it even 

allows him—in a rather superhuman fashion—to sleep in the winter snows without 

perishing: “Ner slayn wyth J)e slete [sleet] he sleped in his ymes [armor] / Mo ny3tes ben 

innoghe in naked [barren] rokkez” (729-730). Immediately upon his arrival, he is 

stripped of his golden armor and dressed in rich clothing that transforms him from the 

warrior who braved the “wyldrenesse of Wyrale” (701) into the celebrated, courtly knight 

of Camelot he is reputed to be:

J)ere he watz dispoyled [undressed], wyth spechez of myerjje [jesting],

£>e bum of his bruny [bumie] and of his bry3t wedez [clothing].

Ryche robes fill rad [promptly] renkkez [men] hym bro3ten,

For to charge [put on] and to chaunge, and chose of |?e best. (860-863) 

This new version of Gawain is no longer a hard creature of the rocks and ice but now an 

elegantly attired knight of a new court, and the courtiers of Hautdesert are struck by the 

realization “f>at a comloker [more comely] kny3t neuer Kryst made” (869). By the first 

bedroom scene in Fitt III, Gawain has shrunk in size even more, stripped of his elegant 

attire and stark naked as the lady slips into his bedchamber.37 When his time at 

Hautdesert comes to an end, this process is reversed as Gawain is again ritually dressed

'7 There is some debate over whether or not Gawain is literally naked under his blankets or simply 
undressed, as the language of the poem is ambiguous. Mann notes that the illustration that accompanies the 
Cotton Nero manuscript depicts the knight as fully naked, evidence that, at the very least, the medieval 
illuminator thought it normal that Gawain would have slept in the nude (256).
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and then armed for his final encounter with the Green Knight. But this time his armor is 

adorned with a singular item of clothing, the magical green girdle given to him in secret 

by the lady, an enchanted belt she promises will protect him from the Green Knight’s 

deadly ax blow. Over the period of his time at Hautdesert, this process of contraction 

(knightly armor to courtly attire to bare flesh) and then expansion (flesh to clothing to 

armor again) mirrors the Green Knight’s own physical changes from the massive green 

giant to human-sized Lord Bertilak to the Green Knight again at the poem’s end. For 

Gawain, however, the green sash now engirds the shell of his knightly body, and thus 

becomes symbolically incorporated into his identity forever after.

Eventually, when Gawain leaves Hautdesert on New Year’s Day to keep his 

appointment with the Green Knight at the Green Chapel, his journey into the wild 

unknown beyond the already mysterious castle is a fittingly remote place to meet with a 

monster. As Bettina Bildhauer writes, monsters in the Middle Ages were to be found at 

the extreme edges of both space (the edges of Christendom) and time (the biblical past 

and the apocalyptic future) (10). Bowers points out that England itself was considered a 

borderland of the known world, and therefore Gawain’s quest into the Wirral had sent 

him into a “borderland of a borderland” (17). The poem’s temporal setting, lost 

somewhere in a mythic Arthurian past, ensures that Gawain’s final encounter with the 

mysterious Green Knight is situated somewhere and sovaewhen that is as remote as 

possible—the monster’s own turf, if you will.
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The scene that marks the Green Knight’s second and final appearance is one that 

induces a strong sense of dread, both for Gawain as well as the reader. When the knight 

discovers that the long-sought Green Chapel is nothing more than a mossy crevice in the 

earth, it seems to confirm his fears that the Green Knight is either an agent of the devil or 

the devil himself: “Wei bisemez f>e wy3e wruxled [knight clad] in grene / Dele [holds] 

here his deuocioun [worship] on the deueles wyse” (2191-2192). In contrast with the 

dramatic physical presence the Green Knight first had when he crashed through the doors 

of Arthur’s hall, now the giant enters the scene in a very disembodied fashion: the 

frightening sound of his sharpening ax echoes through the forest, and when Gawain calls 

out to him, the other’s sinister voice rings down from the high crags above: “‘Abyde’, 

quof) on [one] on ])e bonke [hill] abouen ouer his hede, / ‘And ]x>u schal haf al in hast 

[haste] ])at I J>e hy3t ones [promised before]”’ (2217-2218). His dwelling place in the 

high cliffs calls to mind the mountainous stomping grounds of the Alliterative Morte 

giant, but when the Green Knight finally does present his body, he reveals that same 

uncategorizable identity he first presented to Arthur’s court: a huge, giant-like man, green 

of skin, hair, and clothing. In appearance he is exactly the same as when Gawain first 

encountered him, and it is now Sir Gawain whose own form is changing. He wears the 

green girdle around his waist, a visual parallel of the medieval wild man who was 

traditionally depicted with a “strand of twisted foliage worn around the loins” 

(Bemheimer 1). The wild man—ostensibly a man with the mind of a beast—had the 

drive to cover his nakedness due to some primal awareness of his own innate humanity,
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but now the magical green girdle around Sir Gawain’s loins (the very locus of his 

manhood) serves to acknowledge the growing realization that his own innate nature is 

somehow aligned with the being standing before him.

This final encounter in the Green Chapel is meant to be the grim ending to Sir 

Gawain’s yearlong quest, and as his opponent did before in Arthur’s court, the young 

knight stretches out his neck to receive the Green Knight’s killing ax blow. The giant 

swings his weapon three times: twice with feigned blows (for each evening Gawain kept 

his word and offered the lord the sole kiss he had won that day), and the third and final 

time a light stroke that merely nicks Gawain’s neck (for his deception in hiding the green 

girdle in the hopes it would save his life). Beneath the more orthodox reading of the 

poem —that Gawain in his failing finally comes to recognize the impossibility of 

chivalric perfection—there is a more subversive reading to be found, one that centers on 

the bodies of these two adversaries. I have already detailed how the Green Knight’s 

monstrous body is representative of both a “proper” physical form as well as one that 

suggests a mature multitude with foundational origins, as he stands in stark contrast in 

both size and maturity to all the members of Arthur’s court, and his particular form of 

gigantism is echoed in the descriptions of the foundational “giants” of Britain evoked in 

the opening stanza of the poem. That the Green Knight’s decapitation does not destroy

j8 See, for example, Benson, Larry D. Art and Tradition in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1965. Print; Howard, Donald R. “Structure and Symmetry in Sir 
Gawain” Denton Fox, ed. Twentieth Century Interpretations o f Sir Gawain and the Green Knight: A 
Collection o f Critical Essays. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1968.44-56. Print; and Shedd, Gordon 
M. “Knight in Tarnished Armour: The Meaning of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight The Modern 
Language Review 62.1 (1967): 3—13. Print.
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him nor thwart his influence in the work can be read allegorically, wherein the head (of 

state) can be removed with no apparent harm to the massive, mature, and multitudinous 

body that quite literally supports it. This headless body, representative of collective 

baronial power, is the true body politic. Gawain’s first encounter with the Green Knight 

inside Camelot is presented as a battle between a knight and a monstrous foe, a traditional 

moment in any romance. In Gawain’s encounters outside of Camelot with the Green 

Knight’s alter ego Bertilak, an actual baron, the young man’s role as a representative of 

Arthur begins to dissolve and he operates more and more as Bertilak’s equal; that is, a 

fellow baron. The poem has already done a good deal of work in aligning their physical 

bodies in order to represent an alignment of their identities. The transformation that the 

Green Knight has wrought upon the younger man is one of self-awareness, helping 

Gawain to understand his own “monstrous” identity—he shares Arthur’s blood but he is 

also a direct descendent of those early titans who laid society’s first foundations. The 

sons of those foundational giants are not the monarchs, but instead the barons and nobles 

who collectively determine who has the legitimacy to rule them. They are not conquering 

outsiders, they are the very members of the existing political system. Indeed, as Gawain 

first takes his leave of the court when heading out on his quest, one of the knights who 

sees him off is “Sir Doddinaual de Sauage [the savage or wild man]” (552), perhaps a 

textual clue that the Green Knight’s peers are already well established at Camelot. 

Fittingly, now that Gawain has been aligned as the Green Knight’s peer and equal—a 

fellow baron—he too has the monstrous ability to “survive” an execution by beheading.
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Blood trickling from the small knick in his neck, Gawain’s body remains unharmed and 

functional. A bit of blood, suggestive of the violence inherent in maintaining political 

power, is the only price paid.

Representing the Potential for Political Transformation Through Mutability

This is a poem in which the transformation of intangible qualities such as values, 

belief systems, and identity is expressed narratively through the transformation of 

physical bodies and outward appearances. This link between a changing inner nature and 

a changing outward appearance is given striking visual representation in the work 

through the Green Knight’s mutable body. We can look to his startling physical 

metamorphosis—a body that seems to slide back and forth between two states with fluid 

ease—as the poem’s representation of the ease with which fundamental change can occur 

within a social or political body. It is this particular monster’s ability to change form, and 

the theme of transmutable bodies in general in the poem, that I argue serve as the fourth 

and final way Sir Gawain can be read as a call for political transformation. The ease with 

which the “other” transfigures himself into a lord speaks to the ease with which an 

alternate source or form of political power could come into dominance.

The mutability of the Green Knight’s body is monstrous in and of itself; he is a 

supernatural shape-shifter with no definable normal state. At the end of the poem the 

green man reveals to Gawain that he is the very same (seemingly human) lord who 

welcomed the young knight to the mysterious castle. It is at that moment that Gawain,
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along with the reader, understands that the Green Knight whom we met in Fitt I 

transformed into the nameless lord introduced in Fitt II. Standing before Gawain again in 

the shape of a frightening, monstrous being, we further understand that he has the ability 

to shift between these two forms as he pleases. The Green Knight tells Gawain that his 

true name is Bertilak of Hautdesert, and explains that his shape-shifting abilities are the 

work of the mysterious “auncian lady” (2463) often at his wife’s side, whom he reveals to 

be none other than Morgan le Fay, the infamous enchantress. She had sent the Green 

Knight to Camelot so that he might “assay [test] f>e surquidre [arrogance], 3if hit soth 

[true] were / J?at rennes [travels abroad] of })e grete renoun of J)e Rounde Table” as well 

as “For to haf greued Gaynour [frightened Guinevere] and gart [caused] hir to dy3e /

With glopnyng [fright] of ])at ilke gome [same man] [)at gostlych [like a spirit] speked / 

With his hede in his honde bifore the hy3e table” (2457-2458; 2460-2462). While it is 

only at this moment that Gawain first learns of the Green Knight’s magical shape-shifting 

ability, both he and the reader now understand that this movement between different 

forms has been occurring continually since the time of the giant’s first appearance: Green 

Knight into human lord into Green Knight again. Even after the Green Knight reveals 

that his changeable body is the work of enchantment, he remains an enigma—who is he 

really and in what form did he begin: that of Lord Bertilak or that of the Green Knight? In 

addition, this transformation also seems to be cyclical, with the potential to repeat 

endlessly over time.
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I have already discussed how the poem draws numerous parallels between the 

body of Sir Gawain and that of the green man, which allows us to read this strange being 

as a symbolic representation of the young knight. While Gawain is presented as the 

embodiment of the chivalric code, he represents much more than the ideals of 

knighthood: he is the knight of most renown from the court of most renown, that of King 

Arthur. The inhabitants of Lord Bertilak’s castle are oveijoyed to finally meet the famous 

Sir Gawain in person, a man whose reputation proceeds him: “Byfore alle men vpon 

molde [earth] his mensk [fame] is ]>e most” (914). Gawain symbolizes the glory of 

Camelot and from the beginning of the poem his body has served as a stand-in for the 

king himself. Even while his time at Hautdesert has served to make him aware of his 

identity as Bertlilak’s peer, he still remains representative of the king as well—given that 

he is the embodiment of Camelot’s greatness, that the king’s royal blood flows in his 

veins, and because he has taken the place of Arthur in the beheading game. If we were to 

engage in a historical reading, Gawain’s “exile” of sorts into the wilderness and his 

growing identification with his monstrous nature—in the new way the poem asks us to 

understand this status—in some ways anticipates the figure of Henry Bolingbroke, son of 

John of Gaunt and cousin to Richard II. Bolingbroke was the man who ultimately 

deposed the king and crowned himself Henry IV of England in 1399, ending the 

Plantagenet line that had endured since the time of William the Conqueror (Saul Richard 

7/405^123). Henry’s story is not so dissimilar to the message the Green Knight bears: 

true political power rests not with the monarch, but rather with the barons and nobles who
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collectively determine who has the legitimacy to rule them. In Henry’s case, he left the 

civilized circle of Richard’s court only to return, crashing through the gates and 

challenging the king, much like the monstrous central figure of this work.

Because we have also established that the Green Knight’s body can be “read” as 

Gawain’s, the monster in this poem becomes a fascinating vessel through which to 

contemplate the poem’s larger message. In analyzing the various forms of the Green 

Knight, one particular state of his physicality deserves closer attention: that of a man 

without a head. If in the Alliterative Morte pieces of disparate bodies coming together to 

form a whole could be read as an allegory for the formation of new political bodies, in Sir 

Gawain the transformation of one gigantic body can similarly be read as a transformation 

in an outwardly cohesive but potentially mutable political body. One can point also to the 

fact that both the monster’s bodies—that of a knight and of a lord—are aristocratic ones, 

although it must be noted that works of the romance genre rarely preoccupy themselves 

with the lives of the common folk. But this third form of the Green Knight, that of a body 

without a head that continues to live and retains the power of speech, is significant. Later, 

when the Green Knight makes his reappearance in the forest beside the Green Chapel, his 

head is seemingly reattached despite the blow that knocked it from his shoulders a year 

and a day ago. While the theme of the “beheading game” can be found in a few earlier 

works identified as potential source material for the poem (E. Brewer 245-246), the 

scene of the Green Knight holding his head aloft in Arthur’s court is a startling one. 

Certainly, it is a frightening and gory moment that contributes to the poem’s appeal and
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makes for an exciting tale. But it is King Arthur himself (young, boyish, and beardless, 

much like the common critique of Richard II) who is the first man to take up the 

challenge of the visitor’s Christmas game, and had events unfolded without Gawain’s 

intercession, he would have been the one to receive the return buffet the following year. 

Gawain volunteering himself in Arthur’s place not only serves the purposes of the plot, 

but also carefully avoids the writing of a poem that suggests a royal beheading—a 

dangerous proposal for any poet in these times. Still, even though the poem deftly pivots 

away from this idea, that moment remains in the poem and serves to both subtly hint at 

the removal of the king’s head (or the king as head) while also allowing for a symbolic 

representation of an outsider, aristocratic, and mature male body that continues to exist 

without its head and that reappears later, none the worse for wear, with its head restored.

It is important that the poem ends not in the wilderness but back where it began; 

the poem, like the unbroken pentangle on Gawain’s shield and the cycle of the Green 

Knight’s metamorphosis, is a closed system that must finish with a return to its origin 

(indeed, a “return to origins” is a key theme of the giant’s message). Gawain rides back to 

King Arthur’s court, bearing with him two visible signs of his new identity: the scar in 

his neck and the green girdle, given to him a second time by the Green Knight, and which 

he now wears across his body “Abelef [obliquely] as a bauderyk [baldric], bounden bi his 

syde, / Loken [fastened] vnder his lyfte arme, ]?e lace, with a knot, / In tokenyng 

[signifying] he watz tane [defeated] in tech of a faute [blemish]” (2486-2488). If the 

Green Knight brought monstrosity into Camelot at the start of the poem, here at its close
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it returns to court carried by Gawain himself. Monsters always return, writes Cohen, and 

when they do, “they bear self-knowledge, human knowledge—and a discourse all the 

more sacred as it arises from the Outside” (Monster Theory 20). Despite the Green 

Knight’s status as a seemingly unconventional form of monster, in fact he is the very 

definition of the Latin term monstrum: “that which reveals.” The role this giant plays in 

the poem is ultimately that of teacher, guiding Gawain to recognize and understand his 

identity. Similarly, the poem in which this singular figure resides can be acknowledged as 

a teaching text, a meditation on the true nature of political power in late medieval 

England, wrapped in a beautiful, intricate work of literary art as knotted and bejeweled 

with language as the Green Knight’s sumptuous finery is with golden thread and gems— 

a work of monstrous beauty.
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